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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1912.
A HIGH TITLE

BELGIAN SHOOTS
WORLD'S AVIATION
DOWN FOUR THEN
RACE IS BEGUN
KILLS HIMSELF
THIS BANDIT
AT CHICAGO

REBELS ARE MARCHIING
ON CANANEA; OVER

DID NOT SAVE

500

NO. 178

REPUBLICAN RUCTION

Mexico City, Mex., Sept. 9. Antonio
Van Wert, Ohio, Sept. 9. Ernest
Chicago, 111., Sept. 9. Jules VeSerna, and the three of his lieuten- Verrbeke, 32 years old, a Belgian, drines, driving a Deperdussin monoants who had aided him in forming a aimed a shot gun through the window plane,' was the first contestant to start
of Richard Martin's farm house,
8
in the world's aviation champlan to open the capital to the Zapa- - miles northwest of here last night. today
pionship race for the James Gordon
on
tistas
e
the night of September 15, and emptied the contents of both
Bennett 12,000 franc trophy.
executed today by a squad of els into the Martin family,, as they
Although there was considerable
;
jsat at supper, according to:a report wind, Vedrines refused to delay his
soldiers ' ;"
received
here today. Verrbeke then start. He soon reached a speed of 103
.
.
.
.
C - in n wnn hail
uu B.,van iuionl F iha
iu ,the stomach, dying miles an hour. H finished the course.
...i,
himself,
"'jshot
title or general, conceived the plot and
almost instantly. Verrbeke's victims of 124.8 miles in 70 minutes, uti.8: sec
AMMUNITION SENT BY UNCLE SAM FOR THEIR PROTECTION
IS HELD UP since the arrest of himself and a!were:
THE SANTA FE COUNTY CONVENTION CANNOT MEET
onds.
WITHOUT
GETTING
,
Mrs- Martin, shot in back, condition
Vedrines'
was
about
In
average
of
score
his
followers.
the
speed
s.ihnrh
HANDS-ARAT DOUGLAS LEST IT FALL INTO
REBELS'
COWBOYS
DIRECTION
FROM
THE
OLD
BOSSES
TIME
WHO HAVE SO LONG DICTAcritical.
105.5 miles an hour almost equaling
1C" "o" "6".
i uiC
Bertha Martin, wounded
in face his previous record.
Vedrines com
RUSH TO AID OF U. S. CAVALRY IN PATRQLING BORDER
TED
EVERY
MOVEMENT
confessed that they expected to en- - and throat,
pleted his aerial voyage before noon,
Clara Martin, shot in foot,
spinning thirty times over the 4.14- gage in a season of loot on the na- A,,emente' a farm hand shot mile course as smooth as a swallow
tional holiday next Sunday. They also j
veers around a church spire.
.'
rob-- j
to
confessed
raided
and
Laving
GENERAL SALAZAR
TOLD
Hopes that America still may have SENATOR
CATRON ABSENT
bed a number of villages In the fed-- ' ivtiivtt'IJ
a chance of retaining for another year
1 KT
V ALK I
the James Gordon Bennett trophy,
eral district. Yesterday the prison
which was won by Charles T. Wey- FOR
NOT TO ENTER NEW MEXICO aters thewere sent toof Chalco, and placed
DELEGATES FEAR TO RESOLVE
maim at the Isle of
the military comEngland,
disposal
BORDER last year and which isSheppy,
he symbol of
mander. The commander heard the
world Riini'piiinfv
ntcwri iii Timl
evidence and passed and executed
9.
i
neyenne,
wyo.,
The
first
hept.
loyd
Thompson.
this
Thompson,
sentence, all within 24 hours.
of the ninth cavalry consti- - noon, will attempt a
Naco, Ariz., Sept. 9. With 500 Am- - to insure the safety of the arms,
flight in a Nieu-tutinThat trouble is still feared on the
The Republican county convention He was willing to come back and as an
the first section to leave Fort port monoplane.
It is expected here that the immeericans isolated at Cananea, the minIt is generally be- - which met
of the fifteen is indicated, how D. A. TOllRHPll fnr HlM
night
on Saturday, to select del- evidence of kindly feeling on the part
.
...
.
MttviiQTl
........
l.;
effect
of rebel interference with pver. , hv thn
,.c,cu, nun ever, ins macnine Will De
of those who had remained loyal to
f thp .
. faM Hip hni,.,.
ing center forty miles south of this diate
,
to
tonoon
Albuquerque forgot to open the
departed immediately after
the railroad will be to hasten the exunable to exceed 70 miles Uncertain- - egates
party, to show that there was na
point, on the border, friends here to- tra session of the Mexican senate to capitol have agreed to name
Practicallv
dav '
the Pntue regiment ty existed whether any of the other the door to the dove of peace and con.. ,. ,l,
rancour in their hearts, the name was
, 6uaiu
day await the arrival of the first re- authorize the sending of troops out rr. thpir pmniDa tv
..hib now loaaea a Hoard cars except
contestants
tn
wo"lu l,e ault- sequently there was a lack of that put on the delegate list.
fugees of couriers. The car of rifles of Mexico and across New Mexico and night, arming them with rifles from troop K which had loft yesterday morn- - 'start
beautiful harmony that has been won!
the
arsenals.
is
also
It
Enter protest number two. There
government
for
Dartici-to
Loveland,
Colorado,
which
Tim
here
arrived
and ammunition
ing
Arizona, to Chihuahua and Sonora.
to prevail by use of the mailed fiat. were
delegates present who could not
in exercises ai the county fair run showed he kept up a fairly even
yesterday from the San Antonio arGeneral Steever, in command of the iwiiicu mat me theuig jweiry nouses
valuable jewelry there
Things went on well until the time see the justice of the reward system,
placing all
senal, sent by the United States gov- American border patrol, reports his
speed. In the first lap, he made the
The regiment 1h filled to peace four miles in 2 minutes and 24.58 sec- arrived for the introduction of a set They thought loyalty deserved some
ernment to arm the Americans of the forces now Riiffip.ipnt. in ronpl tnvnrl. in stock in the banks for safe keep
But Senator
of resolutions.
Caroi recognition when It came to handing
is guarded by
ing.
strength and consist s of twelve troops onds.
mining settlement,
e.g '
was not there. Who ever heard of 3 out the no pay honors at least. They
of 65 men each, forty-eigh- t
officers and
United States troops. The munition
"I
have
won
the
exclaimed
trophy,"
Kar,y
patches to the war depart- members of the hospital corps.
No Vedrines, when he returned to the set of resolutions without the Catron felt that the probation scheme should
arrived a few
hours after the rebels
..
.
HiT
nrl Cn1nrn, 4V.A
O. K.
be used and that those who had re- word has been received by Colonel hanger. "That Is
l"ua ,cu,lcu
01,,I'a, lms '"eA-- f KURDS KILLING
had cut all railway connection be-- ! mant inInn
practically certain.
mained
true should be first considered,
D.
Kort
A.
once
old
Some
of
tween the American settlement and ican rebel leader, encamped across
Dyer,
at
commanding
the
Russell,
sugis
no other machine on the field
There
guard
MORE AMERICANS
the Arizona line, opposite the Lang
indicating that the infantry and artil- that can. approach my t ime. It means gested that it would be necessary to The debate waxed warm and the dele-gthe border.
IN ARMENIA lery will be called to the border.
much to France. Three times before
along without any resolutions inas- - S'Atea were bewildered,
There are only three troops of Uni ranch.
Should they offend the noviate or
In anticipation of a raid by Salazar,
ted States cavalry stationed on the
France, which has taken such a prom much as United States Senator Catron
was not in the convention.
override the wishes of loyal stand- inent part in aviation, has seen the
border at this point. It was reported Major Rice with three troops of
Chicago, 111., Sept. 9. According to 13th U. S. CAVALRY
It was here that the war tocsin patters. The final decision was to put
all communications were cut, airy, is encamped near the rebel lead- - a special cable from Constantinople
captured by either America or
WILL LEAVE WEDNESDAY.
sounded. E. P. Davies arose in his the old timers aside, and they took
t'hat 400 federal troops had arrived at er. Outposts have been established to the Chicago Daily News, the ma
England. Now I think we have it."
AMERICA HAS NO CHANCE.
It' this be true, the 2600 by both sides. Major Rice is concen- - sacre of Americans by Kurds has been
Cananea.
place. Mr. Davies has been a republi- their medicine, because they had to.
Fort Ripley, Kans., Sept. 9. The
rebels who held up yesterday's pas- - trating his command, but the border resumed. Two villages in Armenia Thirteenth United States Cavalry, orChicago, 111., Sept. 9. Major Sam- can always. He has been one of the After the convention adjourned, there
uel Reber, of New York, chairman of standbys in all past campaigns in re- was expressed a cordial sympathy
senger train when the railway was is being patrolled by armed cowboys, have been pillaged and 28 of the in- dered to the Mexican border, will
with those who had at least made a
habitants killed. Another village has
cut, probably will not attempt to at- - acting as scouts.
Wednesday instead of Thurs- the contest committee of the Aero cent years, and has been one of the
for fair play. Many of the delefight
orators
been
efficient
most
the
tack the mining camp, but a general;
of
fire.
conThe
campaign
club,
local day, according to Instructions redestroyed by
America, this afternoon
D0 N0T BELIEVE SALAZAR
gates expressed themselves as in conmobilization of rebels is under way a
General Steever reported that Lieu-- authorities are powerless to preserve ceived from the war department to- ceded the trophy to France. "We have party has had. He has been often call
tew miles to the east. Inez Salazar
order. The people of the disturbed day by Colonel C. A. P. Hatfield, not a ghost of a show," he said. "The ed upon and has always responded. He cert with a more liberal system, where
,i w
inline,, nn
district keep inside their houses. For- - commanding officer of the post. Pre- only question is which one of the Drotested in that forcible manner so the every day worker in tne ranks was
the rebel general in charge of the;,- - ,larirfi nf nafrn,iio.
ii
.
well known in the courts of New Mex-- ; at least permitted to express himself
the
Arizona
along
operations
"lBU,a are meeting to consider parations for departure are
border, tlk6d lth s
beipg Frenchmen will carry off Hie honors. ico. He asked if Catron was the re- - in regard to the party's policy,
the crisis.
and who has declared to American and that balazar
rushed.
None of our machines could come
protested he meant
if the
There were some very raw spots left
army officers that he will take Cana- no harm to Americans
'
within forty minutes of the Vedrines' publican party of this state;
was
not
and
of the party could on the feelings of the members of the
members
humble
nea, is reported to have begun a move with his men on
time."
the raid on the Cul- not even have a voice; if they were convention and old time republicans
in this direction after mobilizing 800
berson ranch. General Steever's dis- too unintellectual and inexperienced as well, and the supply of harmony oil
men.
n.Al.
,1. .. . t.
i
Jonnson aoes noi
to say what they thought and wished to nssus 'be soreness seems to be
El Paso, Sept. 9 Cowboys on the ylxl11 "ue
GLAD
in their own convention; if one man niiotit exhausted. There is a total lack
New Mexico line near Hachita pre believe the statement
SEE KNOX had been given carte blanche to write 0r tlmt ouihusiubin which was wont to
vented Inez Salazar, rebel leader,
Brigadier General Murray, comthe resolutions of a republican coun-- ! pervade the ranks of the G. O. P.
from crossing into New Mexico yes- manding the western division, has in3..
American
Tokio,
to
Sept
Secretary ty convention, and if given the au-- There is a dissatisfaction and unrest
buy tobacco and other structed Brigadier General Schuyler
terday
of State Philander C. Knox, the first thprity by whom was it given?
that finds open expression and there
supplies' which the rebel leader wish- to utilize all the troops at Fort
special envoy to the funeral of the late
ed to procure.
The cowboys have
Ariz., and has dispatched two
Then the convention welched. The (are members of Saturday's convention
Emperor Mutsuhito, to reach Japan, chairman put the motion for the ap- - who are seriously considering a
gathered there, armed, ready to fire troops of cavalry to Apache to
arrived at Tokio this evening. Mr.
on the rebels if they try to cross, strengthen the patrol.
of a resolutions committee drawal from the party which is rilled
Knox was accompanied by Mrs. Knox and it was carried "amid great enthu- - by dictation of those higher up, leav- They told Salazar they would shoot
General Murray retmrtB tbat mnrp
and a suit Including Ransford Miller, siasm "
him If he came over the line. T'hey trnnns are neeilpri nnd anccpsitH thnt
'"S a cnoice or ine ran. auu jue uui
chief of the far eastern division of the
to follow meekly and take the knocks
could plainly see many stolen horses
until
the
of the Ninth cavalry on the way
Things rocked along quietly
state department. The American party
the leaders, without a progiven
from the American side of the bor- part
from Fort Russell, Wyo., be assigned
report of the committee on delegates test or by
was given a cordial reception.
even objection.
der in the possession of Salazar's to
came
convention
to
the
Albuquerque
his command.
A. A. JONES DELIVERS KEYNOTE SCORING
Secretary Knox was met at the sta
forces.
The republican party of Santa Fe
THE REPUBLICAN PARTY - FER
list was the name of a
The rebels are reported threatening
tion by Prince Teguwa, representing in. On the
This information was brought here
,'
for some time county is finding the present political
citizen
who,
Fe
Santa
RENOMINATION-DELEGATESjGUSSON CERTAIN OF
ALL
GREATLY CHEERED Emperor Yoshihito; foreign minister,
today by Bishop O. P. Brown, of the the city of Torreon.
out of touch with the G. O. P. thoroughfare a hard road to travel.
Viscount Uchida, formerly ambassado.-t- has been
Mormon church, who went to Hachita
The report of the victory of the fedAT PROSPECT OF WININING
BITTER FIGHT IN COLFAX.
the United States; Seigo Nagasaki
Sunday with Mexican federal officers eral troops at Hacozari is discredited
master of ceremonies of the imperia'
to inspect some horses of Mormon in a dispatch to the war department
household and the entire staff of th-- j SENATOR CATRON
"PURE FOOD" WILL BE
refugees, which the federal govern- from General Schuyler, who teleHe
American
and
his
suits
embassy.
ment will
for
use.'
cavalry
IS BACK FROM
graphed it was generally accepted BERNALILLO COUNTY ADMITTEDLY
by
were driven to the former residence
Washington D. C, Sept. 9. Arms that the rebels had been paid by the
AN ISSUE
WASHINGTON
of the late Prince Ito where quarters
and ammunition which President Taft Nacozari Railway company to leave
been reserved for the American
have
sevauthorized exported to Mexico for the the vicinity. It was added that
ROOSEVELT BY MAJORITY OF
VOTES secretary and his party.
Thomas B. Catrci, formerly known
use of Americans in danger from eral Americans remained in the MorMr. Knox arrived at Yokohama on
as
"Nestor of the New Mexico Bar," GOVERNOR WILSON FAVORS MAKING IT
rebels in Cananea, have been ordered mon colony at that place, but refused
t'he armored cruiser Maryland, which
now United States Senator from
and
to
until
leave
ordered by their bishop.
held up at Douglas, Ariz., until there
AND REGARD FOR THE PUBLIC HEALTH
Albuquerque, N. M Sept. 9. If grass, the blue sky and a prediction was convoyed into the harbor by the New Mexico, is back in Santa Fe.
are assurances that they will not fall
.
Mexico City,
Trinidad
armthe
and
bepc.
battleship
Fuji,
Japanese
CAM
LIVE
of
ISSUES IN DEMOCRATIC
a
victory which will sweep the na- ored cruisers Iwate and Tokiwa.
The senator arrived last night,
into tne nanas of uie rebels. The Santos, editor of El Pais for ten you don't think it is Wilson you don't
in
tion
Mr.
November,
where
Wilson
in
Kansas
place
of
Wilson
will
City
be held at Douglas until years, and a noted political insurgent, belong
arms
Albuquerque today.
PAIGN
Charles
Bryan, the American coming by way
House, and raise cane ambassador Page
the railway south as far as Nacozari lis dead. Santos had been jailed many is all you hear, unless you talk to in the White
to Japan, was the first per he was interviewed on the Mexico sitwith
the
old
at
generally
guard republia subject of great interest
is clear of rebels, or until the Mexican times for politica.1 utterances and Congressman George
Curry, who can't cans, the tariff and other bulwarks of son to go aboard the Maryland, where uation,
New York, N. Y., Sept. 9. A conthe long journey
this time.
government is able to furnish a guard vf rongs.
see anything to it but Roosevelt, or the old days. In fact, Mr. Jones made he spent half an hour in conference Mr. Catron Despite
arose early this morning fession of advocates of 'pure food"
Mr. Knox. Shortly afterward,
with
W. H. Andrews who says sentiment the tariff his chief issue with a review
ambassa- and went to his offices in the Catron legislation attended by Governor Wil-scis growing back east and of conditions in New Mexico. He Baron Kurino, the Japanese
resulted today in a plan to orto France, accompanied by repre- block. The news of his return to the
mum for the poorest paid, were raised for Taft
dor
if it keeps the pace up It is sure pointed to th epanic of 1893 which the
ROOSEVELT REPLIES TO above the starvation point. It is an that
of the imperial household, city quickly spread and soon members ganize woikers for pure food laws
sentatives
to land Mr. Taft in the White House. republicans charged was due to Cleveof the foreign office and of the army ol the old guard gathered around the tiiroughout the country in an associaobjection of the school room and will
One thing that you do hear this is land's low tariff ideas and then he and navy, went on board the American senator and had a long talk.
tion to work for democratic succeis
not have weight with those who know
CRITICISM
unmistakable, is that Theodore Roose pointed to the panic of 1893 which the cruiser and greeted the American speThe nature of the conference was next November.
what life is.
was
to
due
tstatehigh tariff. He cial ambassador.
not explained further than the
"I believe that Mr. Wilsno, whose velt will carry the big county of Ber- charged
Governor Wilson discussed his atwas enthusiastically applauded.
On landing from the cruiser, Mr. 'ment: "Mr. Catron Is busy," Whicti titude on this subject and the demosincerity of conviction I do not ques- nalillo by 1200 majority. There isn't ALBUQUERQUE
CELEBRATES.
Knox was given a reception by a com- was made to a representative of the cratic platform, in so far as it related
DECLARES
WILSON'S VIEWS ON MINIMUM tion, has been misled by the fact that any question as to that.
At the suggestion of Mayor Sellers, mittee of Yokohama residents, headed New Mexican who called to interview tc
he has gotten from laws laid down by
The democratic convention did not
pure food legislation, with Prof.
WAGE
PLANK
ACADEMIC"
"PURELY
political economists, who wrote when get under way here until nearly II Albuquerque is playing the part of a by H. E. Cole, following which the the senator.
Fischer of Yale; Dr. Woods
Irving
real
convention
city with honor. Every American party immediately started
conditions were utterly different.
o'clock owing to acrimonious fights business house is
Dr. Thomas Darlington
HAVING NO WEIGHT WITH THOSE WHO
Hutchinson,
bedecked with flags for Tokio.
"1 want to point out that .Mr. Wil before the state
and Dr. William A. Evans, former
central
GENERAL "DE LA O"
and bunting. The local band is paradKNOW LIFE
son and the democrats are not really behind closed doors over acommittee,
contested
IS DRIVEN BACK. health commissioners of New York
progressive. They show a queer kind delegation ' from Colfax county and ing the streets and the first of the
FIVE MEN MAY DIE.
and Chicago, respectively; Dr. J. B.
is
three
conventions
attended
largely
of Toryism in the way they stand for one from Chaves
Za- - Murphy, of
demo9.
The
Emiliano
county.
Mexico
City,
Sept.
Chicago, president of the
9.
Woodrow
them
Spokane, Wash., Sept.
spectators, among
being many
v
...
state's rights."
;
.', .;
cratic bosses sat on tne lid and talked by
Steubenville, Ohio, Sept. 9. Fire pata's boasted advance on the capital American Medical society, and other
women. The convention is being held
Wilson's criticism of the progressive
Albroke out in the Y, & O. coal mine at na8 not yet materialized. The band leaders in the movement. At the con'
harmony, harmony, harmony.
in the Elks' opera house.
minimum wage plank was characterAmsterdam today. At least five men 0f rebels were sighted between Ajus- - clusion of the conference Governor
though the feelings of the delegates
ized, by Colonel Roosevelt, in a speech SENATOR FALL TO
COLFAX
THE
FIGHT.
were badly frazzled, the fight resulted
are reported in the mine.
co and Parres, about 40 miles south Wilson dicated the following statehere today as "purely academic."
The fight of the two contesting deleAID SMITH (N THE
in a decision to seat both delegations
9. Fire, orig- of the capital, and undoubtedly there ment:
O.,
Sept.
Steubenville,
"It is an objection of the school
from Colfax county centers
in a wash room at the foot of are a number of other bands riding
county with half a vote, and gations
room and it will not have any weight
"The democratic platform is the
INVESTIGATION into each
between Morrow delegates and the inating
them
home
let
out
and
go
fight
the air shaft, in the Y. & O. coal mine about in the neighborhood of Yuate-- j strongest, most direct and explicit on
with any who know what life actually
coal
house
each
the
charges
delegates;
Genlocal
in
east
rows
Cuernavaca.
their
However,
at Amsterdam today, started a ser- pec,
open primaries
Is."
the question of public health and pure
other with being subservient to the inEl Paso, Texas, Sept. 9. United supervised by the state committee.
ious blaze. The miners fled imme- eral Overbo de la O, is yet campaign- food. The conference which I attend"Governor Wilson," continued CoA. B. Fall of New Mex- It is likely that the effort to maintain terests of the St. Louis, Rocky MounSenator
States
Tolu-clonel Roosevelt, "says he is utterly
but for a time it was believed ing in the state of Mexico, near
ed was to organize and develop that
and harmony will not succeed and that tain & Pacific Railroad company and diately,
ico, will return here
the state capital, Colonel Batise side
five men had been suffocated. Later
against this plank for various reasons, join U. S. Senator. . Wednesday
of the campaign. I expect to
William
Alden
allied
Both
claim
that
a
back
in
a
will
be
has
succeeded
corporations.
on
the
driving
fight
precipitated
just
these men
the surface
among them because he thinks employ- Smith, in his
reached
make the question of the proper regMex- floor of the convention.
of
the
on
to
investigation
the
O,
commanded
from
force
la
are,
they
de
contrary,
opposed
by
ers. If such a law were enacted, would ican rebellion.
through the emergency shaft. The big
ulation of public health and pure food
Senator Smith had sevThis is one of the most enthusias- Uio&e coi uuialioiio. Mr. Morrow who mine officials declared they would Tolccala, to Mallnalco, and to Miacat-lan- . one of the
reduce the wages of their employes to eral
conferences
did
but
principal features of my
private
was
40 rebels were
in
recent
estimated
communicathat
He
a
charged
democratic
tic
the minimum prescribed by law. Such not hold a public sessiontoday,
conventions
since the
have the Are under control by
'
of his inves
campaign."
killed.
to
New
tion
Mexican
with
the
being
is
a fear
It is not so
'
utterly groundless. We do
days of Cleveland.
.
General De la O, is reported to be
not, at the moment, take up the ques- tigation
large as some democratic conventions Mr. Springer's democratic attorney,
moving toward Tres Marias, 20 miles X PREFERS DEATH
X
of recent years, but it is one of the positively denied the accusation totion of a minimum wage generally. We BURNS PASSENGER
TRAIN;
south of Toluca, where other rebels
TO REMORSE. X
know that in all matters like this. It
most hopeful ever assembled in the day, but it is generally believed that
OROZCO IS SURROUNDED.
DOWN POLES.
PULLS
are known to be.
the publication of the charge has
111.,
X Chicago,
Is necessary to proceed slowly. We
Sept. 9. Con- - X
state, which is going some.
El Paso, Tex.,
Sept. 9.A
Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 9. Emllio Cam- Military officials, however, think X scious stricken for 17 years over X
sustained the conditions among girls
Hon. Harvey B. Fergusson is cer- beaten him for state chairman.
X
are
number
of
soldiers
rebel
that Zapata may not intend to concen- X
A. H. Hudspeth, the present state
and women industry and know the suf- pa today served notice on the South- tain 'to receive the nomination for
having killed a man in St. Louis X
crossing into Texas, east of El
fering, misery, crime and vice that are ern Pacific oflJcials at Tucson, that he ccngress; no other name is heard, and chairman, wants to retire. Ke is be- X Paso, according to reports re- - 3S trate his interference, but to send his X whose name he never learned, X
in
would
columns.
forward
several
army
destroy their railroad system iu this connection it is
X Patrick Haley, 57 years old, sur- - X
produced by a wage that is insufficient
the boast of ing urged to retain the job. lie may X ceived here today by Mexican X
to enable a girl or woman to keep body in western Mexico, root and branch, every delegate that he is
more
X
is
it
rendered to the Chicago police X
but
stay,
he
3k
that
to
X
federal
the
probable
officials,
going
having quit
and soul together in surroundings of if the company persisted In hauling be elected. A. A. Jones, democratic
ARMY SIGNAL CORPS
will not. O. N. Marron Is mentioned X command of Pascual Orozco east
X today and asked to be sent back X
federals.
He
once
burnat
by
began
ordinary decency. Mr. Wilson fears
REACHES EL PASO. X to the Missouri city to answer to X
national committeeman, delivered the as his successor. Mr. Marron does X of here. Mexican federal ad- - 3k
mat the employers of these women, if ing a passenger train captured Sun- keynote speech.
X a charge of murder.
X"
As a keynoter it not want the job. He may be the man 3t vices are that Orozco is himself
Villa
on
at
the branch line should be remarked
Varde,
obliged to pay them a proper wage, day
9. Company X
El
or
"I have been dodging the po- - X
to
it
some
3t
Paso,
Texas,
one
Sept.
X
to
Mr.
Pecos
in
about
federal
be
the
go
may
here,
by
right
captured
would reduce all their other employes from Naco to Cananea, after allow- Jones is in a class by himself and sectroops who apparently have him JS I, United States army signal corps, X lice and suffering the tortures X
valley. N. B. Laughlin, of Santa Fe,
to that same minimum wage, are ing one coach of passengers to roll ond only to Congressman
SS reached here this afternoon, from Ft.
X of an evil conscious and I can X
B. is also mentioned in connection with X surrounded south of Ojinagd.
Harvey
down
hill
Naco.
eninto
now
He
is
now
pay
groundless. The employers
D. A. Russell, Wyoming, to establish X stand it no longer," said Haley. X
What
Mr. Jones did to the place. The fight between the PeFergusson.
in
an
to
the the
hitching
engine
employes a starvation wage prove by gaged
communication along the Texas, Ari- X "I have not had a happy mo- - X
grand old republican party was cos valley delegation is a bitter one.
that fact that they are paying all their telegraph poles and pulling them enough
to make Mr. Taft's hair stand Bateman, Gatewood and Rogers are
It will not piy you to waste your zona and New Mexico frontier for the X ment since I killed that man in X ,
down.
the
can
least
very
get
employes
they
on end, as far away as Beverley.
charged with leading a bolting delega- time writing out your legal form United States troops, now guarding X St. Louis; any punishment given X
them to take. It is needless apprewas a typical democratic keynote tion. Coe, Atkinson
It
and Ballard have when you can get them already print- the border. Two more regiments of X me for the crime will be prefer-- X
to
believe they would reduce
hension
Latest sporting news In the Santa of the old fashioned kind with lets
the other delegation. They claim to be ed at the New Mexican Printlni cavalry will reinforce the border pa- X able to that I have suffered."
X
them to a minimum only if the mini Fe New Mexican. Read It.
about the bright sunshine, the green Tegular.
trol this week.
Company.
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The Little Store

UPSET STOMACHS
"Pape's Diapepsin" Ends

Quality and Large Variety of the

In-

digestion, Gas Sourness
In Five Minutes.

t

"Soltaire'Tioods. Always the Leader

"Really does" put bad stomachs in
order "really does" overcome Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that just
that
makes Pape's Diapepsin the
largest selling stomach regulator In
tte world. If what you eat ferments
into stubborn lumps, you belch gas
food
and eructate sour, undigested
and acid; head is dizzy and aches;
Southern Corner Plaza, 8anta Fe. Telephone No. 40.
bieath foul; tongue coated; your
CASH
filled with bile and Indigestible
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
WITH ALL
waste, remember the moment Diapepsin comes in contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, and
the joy is its harmlessness.
t
A large
case of Pape's
Diapepsin will give you a hundred
dollars' worth of satisfaction or your
druggist hands you your money back.
It's worth its weight in gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs in your
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
home should always be kept handy
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages in case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
ALFALFA SEED.
during the day or at night. It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
stomach doctor in the world.

Ml

GO

GROCERY

ER

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

THE RANGERS MEET
CLOSE OF LODGE

fifty-cen-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

MORE PURE WATER
WINDMILL CtTV

45

Deming, N. M., Sept. 9. The Dem-inMilling and Construction Co. ii
moving its plant from the present location on Silver avenue to a new
building, which they are erecting, on
Railroad avenue. The space which
they have vacated on Collins avenue
will be devoted to a restaurant in
charge of Mrs. Miller, who la at pres- enl "unning the Exchange restaurant.
Mrs. Ella Bloom, who has had charge
of the rooms in this building, will
move into her new building on Silver
avenue, and Mrs. George Ramsay will
have charge of the rooms vacated by

g

Iola
El Toro

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
All

Mrs. Bloom.

The park well in front of the Union
station was pumped for ten hour3
yesterday and developed a capacity
of 1,000 gallons of water per minute.
The well is limited only by the size
of the pumping machinery. It was
demonstrated yesterday evening that
the well will serve its purpose as an
advertisement very effectively. '.Vhon
the S. P. train pulled in tho passengers, almost to a man, got of? tho train
and inspected the plant. They obta'.u-ewater in all kinds of utensils ranging from drinking cups to coffee pMs,
and there were many expressions of
commendation on the purity of the
water. The S. P. trains will be althe well. Tho
lowed to inspect
grounds around the plant are 96 feet
by 636, has all been leveled and will
be parked and irrigated from this

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red 100

CAPITAL COAL YARD

eal

Wood

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY RIGS.

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage

s

J. R. CREATH,

139

W

agons

OPEN

DAY

310 San Fracisco St.

WOODfS STAGE LINE

AND NIGHT

From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Tiro Doors Below F. Andrews Stora,
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 60c
Short Orders at All Hoars.
Ten miles shorter than any other
BOARD BV THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good covers hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
frencb Noodle Order JOc. a dlsn,
furnished commere'-a- t men to take In
Kiw York Chop Susy 50c the
surrounding tomna. Wire S'.nbudo
Station.

Sale

Daily, Until

Sept. 30, 1912.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON.

ST. LOUS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,
ST. PAIL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED,
C AI IPflUMI

VZlUl

A

UHlul

Goinff via E' Paso

and Southern Pacific and returning
Jsame route, or via A., T. & S. F.

LOS ANGELES and SAN DIFGO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$46.90

$55.90

For

further information address

Eugene Fox, Gen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER,

General Manager

N.

M. C. R. R.,

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M
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bath and kitchen.
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HARDWARE CO.

WOOD-DAVI- S

M., is in Cloudcroft in connection with
the work of his office. Mr. Waha after
spending a few days here will go to
Capitan Friday to attend a ranger
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beacham, who
ran the Pavillion cafe during the summer, have gone to the "Jones ranch,"
near here, where they will spend several days before going to Alamogordo
for a visit.
At a regular meeting of the Busi- Delivered
ness Men's association of Cloudcroft,
N. M., Tuesday night Sam Nimmo, the
present peace officer in Cloudcroft was
employed for the winter months as
mounted peace officer. The expense
will be paid by the association and
the cloudcroft directory. Mr. Nimmo
has served many years as an officer
and is well liked by all who know
him. His record as an officer is excellent. Cottage owners in Cloudcroft
will welcome this action on the part
of the association and directory as
much better protection will now be
given the city than in years past.

-

Ample hot water for loth

iV.3PIJ
If

con-

gives more hot water, with
less fuel, than any other range.

iBBL Bllii BSffi

rnm-aAUI

pSaa waking up to

families are adding it to

'

'

is

ducive to health and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in the
house. .Most progressive

'

Bjjgm

j

It's Hardware, We Have It,

J

Why Import Mineral Water ?

1

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sfk

entire country

:

WHEN

YOU CAN

GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijch Ball Ginger Ale
to your house.

Patronize home industry.

--

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

CO.

LIGHT
I

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN

METH

ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light' lo
make the home Nmore homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

Del-gad-

SANTA FE, N. M.

-

efficiency and create interest in their
work. Many interesting papers are
expected as the work of the forest
ranger is varied giving him an insight
to many things especially relating to
life in the woods and mountains.
The members of the forest service
who will attend this meeting are:
From the District Office.

d

PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE

Cloudcroft, N. M., Sept. 9. On September 9th, 10th and 11th a ranger
meeting will be held at Camp Ruidosa
This
in the Quadalupe mountains.
will be a joint meeting of the officers
and members of the forest service on
both the Alamo and Lincoln national
forests. Mr. A. O. Waha who is assistant district' forester stationed at
Albuquerque, N. M., is now in Cloudcroft at which place the headquarters
f the Alamo national forest is located. Jlr Waha is here in connection
with the work of his department and
will go from here to Camp Ruidosa to
attend the ranger meeting. At this
meeting the various rangers in attendance will read papers of different sub- jects pertaining to their work and a
general discussion will be entered
into which will be both instructive

KUR

JL
Sb

"

A. O. Waha, assistant district forester; L. R. York, Secretary.
From the Alamo National Forest.
W. J. AnR. F. Balthis, supervisor
derson, forest ranger stationed at
Fairchild's station; W. P. Johnson,
forest ranger stationed at Carson
Seep station; A. N. Bailey, assistant
forest ranger, stationed at Mayhill
station; J. A. Brubaker, assistant forest ranger, stationed at Weed station ;
G. W. Messer, assistant forest ranger,
unassigned, now on furlough.
From Lincoln National Forest.
J. A.
J. A. Kinney, supervisor;
Scott, forest ranger; R. R. Rodgers,
forest ranger; J. Swain, forest ranger;
J. V. Hobbie, assistant forest raus;
er; B. F. Nabours, assistant forest
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
well.
At a meeting of the fair commit- ranger.
During the absence of Supervisor Some People We Know and We Will
tee, this afternoon it was decided that
the Luna county fair be held in Dem- R. F. Balthis, of the Alamo national
Profit by Hearing About Them.
the ranger
ing, September 26th, 27th and 28th, forest who will attend
,
This is a purely local event.
will
be
McConnell
R. L. Miller is chairman of this com- meeting, Chalmers
It took place in Santa Fe.
mittee. Albert Field was elected in charge of the local forest office.
Not in some faraway place.
C.
Mr. and Mrs. C.
Wright, of
secretary. It was also decided that
You are asked tr-- investigate it.
27th
of
who
been
for
the
have
a meeting be called
Dallas, Texas,
visiting
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
September at 2 o'clock in the new in Cloudcroft, left Wednesday for El
To confirm a citizen's statement.
Cox building, where the fair will be Paso, where they will remain a few
Any article that is endorsed at
assofair
a
to
to
their
home
before
regular
held,
organize
days
returning
home
a
is
company at Dallas.
ciation. It
thought
Is more worthy of confidence
can be formed, part of which now owns
R. S. Tipton and family returned to
Than one you know nothing about,
the base ball park connecting tho Alamogordo Wednesday where they
Endorsed by unknown people.
base ball association with the fair will remain during the winter months.
H. Baca, Prop, meat market,
association and using the grounds now Mr. Tipton is superintendent of the
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
association
for
owned by the base ball
Otero county schools and has been In "About two and a fia'f
years ago I
the fair grounds. There is (a strong Cloudcroft for several days on account
gave a public statement, telling of
in of the Otero
demand for a fair association
County Teachers' insti- my experience with Doan's Kidney
Luna county, and it is believed that tute being held here.
Pills.
can
They completely rid me of
be
association
an
at this time
W. M. Johnson,
General Manaformed which will be a profit to the ger of H. J. Simmon'B office of the El pains in my back that had troubled
me off and on for months. AVhen I
organizers and at the same time bene- Paso & Southwestern railway, is in
stooped or brought a strain on my
fit the valley very much.
Cloudcroft on connection with the loins, I suffered
severely and there
C. P. Christensen of Albuquerque, work of his
department.
were various symptoms which conis here in the interest of the InternaThere will be a masquerade ball at vinced me that my trouble came from
tional Harvester Co.
the pavillion Thursday night. This disordered
I finally used
kidneys.
B. E. Blackburn of Mineral Wells, will no doubt be the last ball of the
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
of
B.
Roberts
Ft.
Dr.
T.
and
Texas,
season at the pavillion.
prompt relief. I continued taking
Worth, Texas, are here prospecting.
a most successful them and it was r.ot long before
The
after
Lodge,
is
Los
of
G. Edgar Ward
Angeles
season, under the lease' of the Orn-- every symptom of trouble disappear- looking over the valley with a view dorff Hotel company, closed
today. At led."
to locating.
season Burt OrnPric GO
D. A. Reese of Carbon, Texas, and the beginning of the
For sale by all dealers.
W. E. Kellett of the same place are dorff, who is one of the most popular cents. Foster-MllburCo.,
Buffalo,
and best known hotel men in the en- New
visiting Ed Gaines on his ranch 10
York, sole agents for the United
tire
took
southwest,
personal charge States.
miles southeast of town.
L. C. Winston of Saragosa, Texas, and made a marked success from the
Remember the name Doan's and
very beginning. After remaining in take no other.
is prospecting in the valley,
ob-- 1 Cloudcroft
several weeks Mr. Orn- R. S. Trumbull, agricultural
server for the El Paso & Southwest- dorff returned to El Paso to look after
ern is investigating the farming con his interests there, but made occasional visits to Cloudcroft. While in
ditions here for his company.
MURALTER
O. M. Grenshaw, of Dallas, Texas, Cloudcroft Mr. Orndorff
became a
is here on a short visit with friend
member of the Business Men's association and had. been one of the hardest and best workers for the interest

333 tiickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Vard
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the appeal has been surprisingly satisfactory and indicates the determina
tion of New Mexico's best people to
stand behind this movement for the
betterment of social conditions, the
only one of its kind In New Mexico.
Subscriptions accompanied by checks
have been received as follows:
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Albuquerque,
$100; Hon. Wm. J. Mills, Las Vegas,
$100; Governor Wm. C. McDonald,
$100; John Becker, Belen, $50; Senator B. F. Pankey, Santa Fe, $25; Mrs.
A. H. Garnett, Estancia, $10; Mrs.
Lucy Cowgill, Estancia, $25; Dr. T.
W. Conway, Raton, $10; Dr. J. I.
Seder, Albuquerque, $10; Rev. Charles
O Beckmann, Albuquerque, $5.
These are all in addition to the
subscriptions received last year for
stock in blocks of $100 on the installment plan.
Another plan of presenting the matter in a more explicit and compelling
way is being worked out, which it is
thought will prove efficient, and in a
short time place the Chautauqua on
its feet financially and send it on its
way free from burden and in a position to do the most good.

SURELY SETTLES

Again Reminds You of the Superior

NEW MEXICAN

JULIUS

THE CHAUTANQUA
WHAT IT MEANS

j

Mountainair, N. M., Sept. 9. A
Chautauoua assembly is founded on
something higher and better than
commercialism. It is not a money-- !
making institution and is usually in
debt. The Mountainair
Chautauqua
which has just closed its fifth annual
session, is no exception. Its present
indebtedness is something over f 2,000.
Last spring a financial statement
was made to the advisory board and
suggestions asked for. Of their own
volition, and about the ' same time,
Governor Wm. J. Mills, of Las Vegas,
and J. R. Porter, of Estancia, each
proposed to be one of twenty to put
up $100.00 each to pay the indebted-- ;
ness and put the institution on its
feet.
At the stockholders meeting held
during the last session, this was in-- I
eluded in the annual report of the sec-- i
retary, and a movement was inaugur-- j
ated to present this matter to the
people of New Mexico, and In this
way solicit their aid in ridding the
organization of its burden of indebtedness, and put it In a position to perform its mission unhampered. So far

of

the

town.

The new bowling alleys, which were
put in the pavillion soon after the
Casino fire, have been well patronized
from the beginning. The alleys will
be closed at the end of the week.
B. J. Hall, assistant manager at the
Lodge, will go to El Paso for the winter after the Lodge Is closed.
A. O. Waha, from the district office
of the forest offico at Albuquerque, N.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
f. J. Cheney for fhe last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
XATIOXAL

BANK

OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood

POWER
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.
IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

The Tailor

Will clean, press repair

or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

Rooms With Bath,

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per

Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

and mucous surfaces of the system, 101 (Washington Avenue.
Testimonials
sent free. Price 75
" Phone.BIack 22J.
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-gists.
i
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- Goods Called for and Delivered,
j
stipation,

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb..

I

OFFICIAL NEWS

Don't Admire
Fellow's Clothes,

'

MASONIC.

PUBLICATION.

FOR

NOTICE

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Department or the Interior,
M.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
1912.
15,
August
Forest.
Pecos
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Ouliitana of Pecos, New Mexico, who,
on August 28. 1907, made Homestead
SW
Entry No. 11930, for S
Section 8,
NW
Section D, N
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
Principal Meridian, nas niea nouco u.
r
proof, to
Intention to make
establish claim to the land above do- scrilx-d- ,
before Register or Receiver.
U. s, ijuna onice at nanui
Mexico, on tme lith day or uciouer,

September G. 1912.
Montezuma Lodge
When the blood becomes Infected with any unhealthy humor the
OA.
Humors
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular meeting of the city council
boils, pimples, and rashes or eruptions on the skin. ehmiria-tivby
e
called to order by Mayor Lopez.
lwninr rnimmmi-- i
blood usually because of an inactive condition of the
the
into
pet
The regular meeting of the city
cation first Monday;
members. Thus unhealthy matter is left in the system to sour and
council was called to order by Mayor ferment and be absorbed into the circulation. Remove these humors and
of each month at
HaU
Masonic
at!
Following are the members no skin trouble can exist, because its very source is then removed. Boils,
Lopez.
Tailor-Mad- e
Couucilmen
were present:
who
etc. can never De cureu mroujrn
7: an
rashes,
pimples,
because ,such
Akers, Aland, H. L. Baca, Lopez, Butt
ALAN R. McCORP, W. M.
the application of external medicines,
,
...
and Shoemaker. There being a quorcan have no possible euecc on uie dioouj.CIIASi e, j.inwey, Secretary
treatment
um present, the council proceeded to
the most to be obtained from sucli measures is temaffections
business.
Santa Fe Chapter No
porary relief . S.S. S. CURES all skin down
into
of the last meeting
ready-mad- es
blood.
It
the
minutes
The
goes
it
because
1, 11. A. M.
purifies
Regular
badly
between poor
folwere read and approved, with the
the circulation and cleanses it of every particle of
second
convocation
made-to-ord- er
ordifine
sidewalk
its
on
exercises
and
blood
the
Then
amendments
matter.
lowing
unhealthy
Monday of each month1 1912.
lf
follows:
as
6,
the
normal function of supplying nourishments
nance No. 10, paragraph
at Masonic Hall at! Claimant names as witnesses:
kind. You can see
big differinstead of irritatin? it with a fiery humor. If
On the south side of Agua Fria St.,
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria Gar- 7: SO p. m.
not
do
better
could
trouble
you
ence and so can the one looking
skin
have
you
a four foot walk from Guadalupe
any
duno, Prudencia Gonzales, all ot re-coyou
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
.hnrrh to city limits, and on the than tmrifv vour blood with S. S. S. It does not "patch up" it cures. ARTHUR SELIGMA.V,
N. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of Sansame
but
P
H.
the
cost
They
W north from Guadalupe church to Gar Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free.
New Mex.
ta
Fe,
Seer tary.
Tailor-Ma- de
leads in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
in service
cia St., a four too waiK. in yaia-- !
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
be
will
graph 7, the word "south" "north"
Register.
wear
in
and
and
Santa Fe Coinmandery
economy
stricken out and the word
No.
1,
K.
T.
Regular,
to
substituted.
is no comparison.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
at thrpp 1ib ftmininipfl tn treat with amended or modified by adding
conclave fourth Mon-- j
the 0r(lei, of Mi)0sp with a view of said section, after the word "advance"
Reports of officers were presented
each
in
at
month
,
day
of the Interior,
land referred to the Finance commit-- seciiring the location of its proposed in the last line thereof, the following:
Masonic Hall at 7:30 Department
Tailor-Mad- e
"and the total number of licenses to
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
'sanitarium at Santa Fe.
tee.
1). m.
be so issued shall not exceed one such
A petition from Mrs. Byrd and Mrs.
Ordinance No. 10.
August 15, 1912.
Y. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
in
to
thousand
one
each
referred
and
for
read
was
of
license
of
Council
Notice is hereby given that David
clothes
the
n
the
Patterson
ordained
Uy
Be
City
are really
only
W
E.
Recorder.
GRIFFIN,
Sparks addition
population of said City of Santa Fe,
Street committee.
the city of 8anta pei
Quintana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
your consideration.
was also referred to the same com-who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
Soction 1 That sidewalks be built New Mexico, ns shown by the latest
Santa Fe Lodge of
NE
SE
mittee.
with vitrified brick or cement as may official report of the United States
Entry No. 010716, for S
deherein
No. 1, 14th
SE
N
S
NE
SE
The following resolution was pre-- be determined by Hie mayor on a line Census Bureau: but nothing
gree. Ancient and Ac- SW
SW
S
NE
NE
'sented by R. L. Baca and unanimously alKi grade to be fnrniehed by the city shall preclude the present, owners of
Scottish Rite of NE
to be any such licenses from renewing the
cepted
NE
SW
are
SW
E
whose
services
engineer,
adopted.
I have brought from New York, the
Free Masonry meets on SE
or per-- same at the expiration thereof under
W
NE
SW
NW
WHEREAS, The Mountain 'States paid by the owners or agents
pro- the third Monday of each
mouth at XF.
and
same
conditions,
terms
the
KR
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lands
NW
F
of
are
SE
lot
the
and
in
fashion center,
charge
inTelephone and Telegraph Company! sons
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Mason-ivided said licenses so desired or
x.2 NW j.j NW
SE .it Section
'claims to be the successor in interest abutting such improvement (proposed)
be made up
now
tended to be renewed ar intended to ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting: 10( TownBnip 19 N Range 6 B- N, M.
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and
bo laid
to
Elec-isaisidewalks
Fe
of
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Scottish Rite Masons
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P- Meridian,
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suit us.
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20 Assorted Christmas
3S
.708
92
Boston
no
s
8:10 a. m., to connect With No
Year Post Cards.
this is galling to the Philadelphia
were easy outs. After this inning
79
52 .603
Naturally,
Double Christmas and New Year
54 .594 westbound and No. 10 east'oound.
more scoring was made by the visit- greatest umpire of his day, and one of Washington
79
they the finest pitchers of his time. He Chicago
66 .492
64
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10 Booklets,
ors, although in the ninth inning when
1 Triplicate Wall Calendar for 1913.
72
61
.459 p. m.
threatened to add another score
thought he was getting something. He (Detroit
73 .443
58
Baca sent the ball over Hampel's got it all right, but in the neck.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p.m. to 202 ASSORTED PIECES
Cleveland
In all colors and sizes, embossed
34 .354 connect with No. 1 westbound and No
46
head in center field for three bases,
Hank is game. He doesn't say he's New York
ar,d Plain, Imported and Domestic.
45
85
.346 S eastbound.
but the next man up Montano lifted going back to umpiring, but his close St. Louis
a high fly to left field and Joe Ortiza friends Bay he will. Goodness knows,
The use of these beautiful emblems
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. w
was right on the spot and made
the bat than
more
behind
LEAGUE.
m. to co
of
needed
WESTERN
he's
6:20
at
Santa
Fe
p.
Holiday Cheer is now so prevalent
Leave
beautiful catch. The locals were with the Reds. All Cincinnati wants
Won Lost Pet. nect with No. 7 westboun 1 and No. 4 a gift seems lacking in ' Christmas
w
S4
blanked for the first live innings,
59 .587 eastbound
sentiment without them.
as a manager is an image of stone, or Denver
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the sixth inning they scored two, GarThere is no limit in the uses to
tempered steel. The stone Omaha
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rather,
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Fe
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cia drew free transportation,
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when
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to
went
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out. Baca to
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71
73 .493
Sox de luxe will appear Lincoln
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and
No.
eastbound
8
73 .479 nect with
67
Sena, Alarid fouled out to Nieto,
in these parts again next spring. Ted Sioux City
the innate feelings of the heart
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two outs.
in accord with
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Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcaseeVer loader.
Roomy, convenient, attrac- tive. We want to show you
its advantages aod possi- bilities. C; 11. write or phone
:'us about it.
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PRICE LIST.
One-lin-

One-lin-

One-lin-

One-lin-

inches lotig
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp.
e
inches long.
and not over 3
.Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
e
and not over 5 inches long:..
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
e
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
e

15c

1- -2

1- -2

-2

.

-2

10c
20c
15c
25c
20c
10

25c extra
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long:
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
inch in size, we charge for one line for each
lf
over
lf
inch or fraction.
one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
Inch
Dater any town and date, for
in
inch
and
Dater
month,
year
day
Ledger
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Local

-2

1-

-3

....

1-

-4

Inch

1-

-8

inch....

Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
-

SELF-INKIN-

2
4

15
35

3--4,

1

-4,

x4

1-

-4

50c
50c
35c
25c
1.50
1.50
1

JO

STAMP PADS.

G

cts;
cts;

2 x 3 4, 25
3 -8 x 6, 60
3--

cts ;

2

t- -4

cts;

4

x7

x3

-2,
1--

2,

25
75

cts;
cts;

cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

x 9, 85
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JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
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YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITINQ THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHEMBER
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
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RACING AT
ALBUQUERQUE!
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and Desk combined.
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FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

cnt-OD-

TODAY'S

PEERLESS BAR
Fine Imported

Domestic

and

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

five-yea-

Ber-..ji-.-

1

vj(

1

1

THE MODERN GROCERY GO

j

IHi

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES

EAST and WEST, SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

St. Louis,

Chicago,

$44.35

$50.35

St. Paul,
$50.35

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

Pueblo,

Colo. Springs,

$16.15

$18.15

CALIFORNIA.

j

j

Will Open ina

intro-again-

Fey Days

j

Pope Motor Cycle

,

j

e

Watch

j

j

for Opening

Announcement

s,

IN THIS SPACE

K

i

.tK

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

On

sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct; 31st.

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points td Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For further information call on or addreu,
SANTA FE, N. H
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

JANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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FAREWELL FOR MISS SPARKS.
Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Llewelyn Hall were hosts at the
reciory ou ramce avenue to
,a farewell party in honor of Miss
Muicel Sparks who Is leaving this week
for Boston to study music at the New
England Conservatory. Miss Sparks
has been the organist in the Church
of the Holy Faith for more than
year and has won her place in the!
hearts of the congregation both on
count of her willingness to do all in
her power for the choir and her abil-- j
The party was
ity as a musician.
given as a farewell for Miss Sparks
,and as a welcome, to the new organ- isi, ,uss Juizauem urown.

"I

Loveless is here on busiuess. His
home is in chainu.
l.ugh H. WilliaiuH, chairman of the
corporation conmiis.sioiu'rs, ia out of
the city on business.
Reginald G. Corbett, (lie well known
randier of Tesuque, is in the city. He
u at the Montezuma.
Governor William C. .McDonald has
io attend the
g0Ue to Albuuuerciue
democratic state cony, ntion
George Mallard, of Kast St. Louis, is
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Our

Pattern Hast

SUITS FOR MEN

Are Here!

No

!

matter how unusual your shape we can fit you in a
FITFORM

SUIT OR OVERCOAT

OR BENJAMIN'S

MRS. W. LINDIIARDT,

and please you in our Large Assortment of Snappy Grays,
here studying Santa
climate with
Drowns and Blues.
125 Palace Ave.
9
view of locating in this city,
j,una Bergere leaves tomorrow for
ALL THE NEW MODELS JUST IN.
to continue his studies at the
New Mexico .Military institute.
LETTER LIST.
David Gonzales, one v the delegates
List of letters remaining uncalled
t0 the progressive republican conven- - for n the postoffir-- at Santa Fe, X
xi0n; left today .for Alhuqueniue.
M., lor yveek ending August 31, lfH2.
REASONABLE IN PRICE.
for within
two
Adjutant General A. s. Brookes has If not called
returned from Portales, where he', weeks they will lie sent to the dead
i went on national guard matters.
"
letter office at Washington, D. C.
nine o'clock and enjoyed an evening
.A. G. Pollock, a
Archuleta, Mrs. Margarita.
prominent official
to
music and jolly games. o the Indiall service. who is
devoted
Baros, Juan P.
popular
n
FOR SCHOOL BOYS
Miss Abrahmson and Miss Brown
FOR SCHOOL GIRLS
Sauta Ke society, is at the Monte-- i
Burch, AV. G.
tertained the guests with piano and suma.
Bannon, Miss Aanes.
v.ocal solos, the choir joining
Cares, Mrs. James.
with; Adoph P. Hill, of the state secre-theSHOES,
HOSE, COATS,
SUITS, HATS, SHOES,
in the old songs whose familiar tary's office, has gone to the Duke
Clark, J. S.
melodies always inspire one with the city to attend the democratic
CAPS, SHIRTS, HOSE,
SWEATERS, UNDERWEAR
Clacum, C. W.
of good fellowship. Games vention.
Crawford. C. L.
For Men, Women, Misses and Children,
and merry-makinwere followed by a! county Commissioner Jose Ortiz
Collier, Mrs. Louise.
and Un- Dress Goods
y
Cummings, Joseph B.
sumptuous repast, the guests leaving vino came in from oalisteo Saturday
one-ha- lt
On all Summer Goods, going
price.
Coriz, Marquitos.
derwear.
reluctantly at midnight.
t0 attend the republican county con- AND
ALL
NEW
STOCK.
M.
Jose
The following members of the choir vt.ntion
Fernandez,
were present: Mr. and Mrs. Llewelyn
Must be moved immediately for Pall Arrivals.
Gentry, ,T.
Luna leaves this afternoon
Anthony
Garrison, Johnnie.
Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Addison Hall, Mrs. for Roswell, where he will
an-spend
Gonzales, Francisco.
P. Coard, Mrs. Grate Kirkpatrick, other
year at the New Mexico Military
Gray, Rodney.
Miss Elizabeth
Brown, Miss Edna institute
Gunter. C. C.
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
CO.
Abrahmson, Miss Hazel Sparks, T. A.
Ml88 jr. T. Bryan and Miss C. D.
Sen. Eliza.
Gutierrez,
n.
ana
uie itev. True are i,pre from th I'ajarito ranch
r,,uu, n.,KPamciv
Gallegos, B.
L,eoniaas smitn.
near Espanola. They ate registered at
.
Gomez, Maria Ines.
the Palace.
Griego, Jose G.
Miss Etta Moore will leave Sunday
Mrs. E. P. Davies, wife of the city
Hawkins, II.
night for Colorado Springs to be preso-Howsel, E. C.
sent at the opening of the school attorney, has returned mm a long ;
Holly, Dan.
3E
term at Colorado College September journ in California. Site is much im-- '
Huston, H. R.
tenth. Miss' Moore will be house proved in health.
Jaramillo, Mrs. Juanita O.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
Ipiesident of Bemis H.rT this vear, the
FURNITURE ITEMS
Jaramillo, Miss Anita.
to
has
to
attend
the
gone
Albuquerque
senior
for
BANK &
dormitory
girls.
Lujan, Enriques.
democratic convention and also to
Long, Mrs. Zulu.
Dr. and Mrs.
Sylvanius Griswold transact some official business.
Law, Kenneth.
George W. Armljo left this morn-- !
Morley and Dr. and Mrs. A. V. Kidder
Met calf, Edward.
of Boston spent a very pleasant week '"S for Albuquerque, where he will
Mendenhall, Miss Rita.
con-attend
;
the progressive republican
lend outing at San Cristoval last. week.
Miss Anita.
Miller,
Mi. and Mrs. Kidder are stopping at vention which opens tomorrow.
Does
Moore, Thomas.
the Sanitarium and will remain in
Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugii, of Raton,;
A Special Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!
Madrid, J. M.
Santa Fe for the remainder of the Colfax county, came to the
Sat- Moultcm, M. Myrtle.
city
month.
urday with prisoners tor the state
McLaughlin, Mr. and Mrs.
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
"
Your Patronage Solicited
J,
Penitentiary. He registered at the' McMahon, Edward.
Miss Katherine Drake, T. Drake and
European hotel.
McMillan, Ross.
:H. G. Allan were in town Thursday'
T
McGee, E. W.
,jf thfi
N. 8. LAIIGHLIN, President.
casl!!P''
Flrst!
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier. 'and. left for Hodges Friday morning
BR,fd'
THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
McDonald, J. L.
,on?
Mr. Drake and Mr. Allan came down
Eleanor.
McClellan,
J. B. LAA1AY,
'
for a big drive at Domingo the middle;'"
,!
Leaye.nvonn,
Mondragon, Fabian.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
1MU
10
e Sone
.aa
ot the week-- whlt ttl
n.,.b
Montanear, Jose.
several
.......
weeks.
...
a fu- ,1,,-- .
......I
wja ,1011. n iui lliCUUS III AIUL1' Mr- alm 1U1SMotitoya, Julianita.
querque.
Henry urant, .Miss1 Neel, Eloyde,
- FIRE
Mrs. p. J. g.haefer returned to her Hyltla Grant and Frances It. Grant
FIRE
INSURANCE
Neggy, Andy.
.home in Kansas City yesterday after were in tne cit' yesterday on their
Naveau,
Engine.
ja month's visit with Mr. and Mrs. way east- They have been spending: Ortiz, Refugio.
m
Three well furnished rooms n
V . E. Griffin at their home on
Two Acres in Orchard and
Johnson lle summer at Abiquiu.
Ortiz, Apolonio.
street. Mrs. Shaeffer formerly lived
WITH PANTRY, BATH AND LARGE HALL rn
stte Engineer French, Land Com- - Quintana, Salome.
Eight-roo- m
Small
in Santa Fe and has many friends "'issioner
Ervien and Thomas
P.
L.
E.
Redding,
Other
and
House,
here who are always delighted to see Gable expect to motor to the southern;
Spitz, Ernest.
her return to her old home.
Part of the territory on good roads
Buildings.
Tausigg, Miss.
Ci
business. They will leave tomorrow.
Trujillo, J. C.
Also Room for Single Gentleman I Bl'k from Plaza
Lieutenant
Colonel
Robert
M.
Bronson
Zimmerman
of
SIX ACRES ON ACEQUIA
of
Cutting, presi-Walsh, Roy H.
7Z
.Keil, Germany arrived in Santa Fe dent of the New Mexican Printing!
Whom To.
in Alfalfa and 18
Trees io Bearing.
this week and is the guest of Mrs. company, leavps this
for Al-- i
LU
White, Dr. J. N.
B.
evening
HAYWARCh
E. A. Fiske. Mrs. Zimmerman. Mrs. bnniiernue where hn will ntte?H ih
All Under
J4 Mile from Plaza.
Li.
Whitney, Helen.
lske s sister, has been here for the progressive
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SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
& CG. healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
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n medicine for all Kidney, Bladder and
Kentucky Military Institute there.
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
Urinary Diseases that always cures.
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spend the Where Prices
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sale by an druggists.
winter in Boston where Hazel will
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for Safe Quality.
continue her studies in vocal and
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music, at the New England
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Returns !
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office, arrived in the city last evening
1
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STORE.
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digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
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We have just received
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1 ,000. It is a
and twill return home via. Denver,
Fire, Life, Accident,
sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
shipment of
quick,
Salt Lake and. the north Pacific coast.
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Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

GASPER ST.

Telephone 9

CHASE & SANBORN'S

PERSONALS

Best Coffee and Teas

Price,

REAL ESTATE
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Meredith Jones, the Las Vegas at
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE
torney, is at the Palace.
Cfty Property, Farms,
Former Territorial Auditor John,
Ranches, 0rchards,
"'I
Joerns is here from Raton.
A live paper makes a live town.
Land (Grants,! Etc
Colonel R. G. Marmon, of Laguna, is
If you want the best in
V7e ere making a live paper. Read it.
in the city visiting relatives.
A. R. Manby, a well known rancher
of Taos, is at the Palace hotel.
320-ACRRANCH
George Kaseman, a coal merchant AND
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1 all under
fence, srood imnrovr. of Albuquerque, is in the city.
for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
4
for old Gold, Silver,
lots
Highest prices
of water. Fine hay U. S. Senator Thomas B. Catron rements,
aoTo
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Preland and farm land with a fine
turned last night from Washington.
Of All
cious S ton
MONET SEND BY BKTTTRN HATT.
on it and about 40 head of Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for the
crop
PHILA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
cattle. Six miles from railroad Santa Pe, is here from Las Vegas, on
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
H.
KAUNE
7 miles from the mountain. legal business.
and
CO Telephone 194 W., Room U
Hi Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
Noil B. Field, of AlbuAttorney
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a
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Mounted Policeman Marshall D.
for Safe Quality,.
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PUT'S

50 cents

For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
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Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailmentsmakes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions' with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
-

-

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
HOGS,DAlRY COWS.&c.

FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapidly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg.,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
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The Ranch of the Rockies

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
S5.0

Dally, per year: by mail
Dally, six months, by maily.

$2.50

Weekly, per year

$1.00

Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
Dally per quarter, by carrier
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A NATURE FAKE.
(Bill F. Brogan.)

DON'T YOU INTERFERE WITH BUSINESS
THOUGH THAT BUSINESS BE A CRIME!

$1.25
11.50

J U

itnp

'

common little sparrow in a comsat up among the
'twas
older
the
than
Being
branches
Pharaohs,
merrily. Then
and
Arthur
Guiterman.)
chirruped
(By
undoubtedly correct,
Wo were youthful, crude and foolish
flitting to the ground below it gath- Since the Negro had no birthright ered leaves and hay and started in to
when a demagogic ring
the Caucasian need respect.
build a nest up where the branches
Had a difference of opinion with a
sway. It laid a straw upon a straw
Parliament and King,
And their reckless agitation set the But these demagogues and ranters and several more on top which kept
it pretty busy without a single stop.
they must agitate and rave
nations by the ears
And entailed a wasteful warfare for With their philanthropic twaddle of The man who owned the orchard and
E give to patrons the advantages
"the sorrows of the shave"
the common apple tree came down
the space of seven years
could
as
saw
as
and
if new and modern vaults rein
Till they won the Blacks the freedom
the sparrow
busy
that was only meant for Whites, be. He took a hayrake from the fence
When the empty name of "Freedom"
forced and barricaded with. Yale
d
And impoverished the nation by
gave the nest a swipe and as it
SANTA FE TO THE FRONT.
Deposit Locks.
v
'scattered in the wind, he paused to
Vested Rights.
stroying
Perhaps nothing that has come to the old city of Santa Fe gives greater
from
blossoms
The Yale system of locking is known
light his pipe. The
promise of big things than the purchase of the Pecos grant by Col. D. C.
Aye, they interfered with Business; the orchard sent through the balmy
around the world as the most sturdy, the
Collier and nm associates. To Frank Owen is due the thanks of this city
invoked the dreadful curse air a perfume that was fragrant of
they
most impregnate.
tor interesting Col. Collier in this purchase, and to the Colonel and his
Of a war that drained our life blood apple, plum and pear. The green
associate purchasers we as a city, owe the strongest backing that it is in
and our money, which was worse. leaves that were sprouting caught up
Every box in our vault is protected by
our power to give.
each passing breeze while branch and
With their cant of "equal justice,"
a
special
guard mechanism and a double
In the development of this great property wide circulation must be
with their anarhistic din,
twig swayed softly, with a wanton
set of tumblers.
sort of ease. The sparrow flitted to
given throughout the east and west, to its beauties and its advantages. It
Oh, they interfered with Business
-- 511
means big advertising. It means the advancement of Santa Fe.
the tree it had another straw but
the Unpardonable Sin!
Entrust your valuables to us, they
let it flutter to the ground to pause
be safe from fire as well as theft.
will
Through the advertising and through t'he settling of the Pecos grant
Don't you Interfere with Business, be at what it saw. The nest its work
people will come here from all sections. Here they will be brought in sight
had builded had all been swept away
the business what it may.
of this truly matchless scenery rivalling the mountain scenery of the old
Don't you interfere with Business, and naught was left to mark the spot
world to which attention of our American people has been so long called,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
of twig or leaf or hay. But did the
Hnd to see which thousands have traveled annually. They have not realized
interference dcesn't pay.
a
to
or
sorrow
drop
pause
Let the briber breed corruption with sparrow
the wondrous beauties of our own land.
NEW MEXICO.
SANTA
tear or did its sad notes chirrup uphis
hoard;
These will he brought to their attention. The wealthy tourists who have
common
The
ear?
on
s
the
farmer's
in
flourish
Let
the
long sought recreation among the mountains of Switzerland and other
little sparrow in the common apple
the temple of the Lord;
points in the old world will be brought to realize that here at home, in
tree gave no time to lamenting though
our own beautilul, wonderful west, we have even greater attractions than
s
Let the
prosper, let strange it seemed to be. It chirruped
can be offeied anywhere in the world.
as it fluttered and it sounded just
r
franchise-grabbethe
cheat;
find
come
Fe.
will
to
Here
will
to
Santa
the
Comma;
Pecos, they
they
the same for although it was a spar
financial
Let
the
deft
up
pile
juggler
what they did not know existed. They will learn of our historic associations;
row the little bird was game. Its
millions
deceit;
through
they will ste the wonderful collections, historical and archaeological; they
were just as cheerful and they
notes
the
Let
the
gudgeon
sharper tempt
will breathe our pure air; they will learn of ruins of the cliff dwellers; they
somehow seemed to say this old world
with his shining, gilded lure;
was the only thing they gained.
will admire our towering mountains; t'hey will become interested in our
wheth- - Let the grafter burst his coffers with is full of orchards and the orchards
lieuuliful, old city"; they will tell others of our advantages, and will bring If we prospered, did it matter
.
full of hay. I will move on to the
or
the plunder of the poor;
Congress reigned?
,er King
with them those who have not yet learned what we have here.
I can do for
what
see
and
one
next
listened
much better had they
We look for tremendous advancement for Santa Fe through Col. Collier's How
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
the warnings from the Throne Let the
fatten in their the air is just as fragrant and the sky
interest In our future development. We should join hands with him and To to
is just as blue. So spreading out its
of
let
native
and
slime!
Order
depths
Existing
preserve
his associates and boost for Santa Fe.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Don't you interfere with Business little wings the sparrow flew away,
well enough alone!
0
be-old
same
the
job
at
and
started
though that business be a crime!
The owner of
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Now, of all Commercial Ventures for Live in oily, fat complaisance! Be a fore the close of day.
THE CORPORATION TAX.
who gave the nest a
orchard
the
mind
clod!
submissive
the
the
and
bad
and
sweet,
are
once
trusts
trusts,"
enterprising
said: "There
Roosevelt
good
when
swipe sat dreaming of his profits
remark was true, although an attempt has been made to manufacture cam- There was none of greater profit than Dou't you interfere with Business
the fruit should all be ripe. The bugs
IF the Dollar be your Cod!
of
sale
human
bad
the
also
are
and
corporaThere
it.
kind;
from
material
good
corporations
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
paign
meantime were busy, but no one saw
of
to
share
their
and
stand
taxation;
who
are
part
those
square
willing
tions;
them there; they ate each fragrant
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
also those exist that are taking advantage of every byway and angle to
blossom and the orchard didn't bear.
The
land
seemed
deal
green
escape from doing their just part. The policy of the New Mexican is to
THE BYSTANDER
destined for destruction. Starvation For it was gladsome springtime when
justly on these matters of corporative taxation. We intend to give credit
AS
seemed fated for the Mormons. And! thoughts lightly turn to love and the,
where credit is due, and we intend to expose those corporations that are in
SEES IT
came salvation in the shape of " was soft and balmy and the sky
then
and
own
the
Tor
and
dishonestly.
their
game selfishly
play
good
politics
the seagulls which dwelt in numbers wa8 blue above' The common little
or
There is a plane of equity where all can stand, the people and the corRooms en
a nest far far away,
private
in the reedy marshes on the shores of 8Parrow
SEEN 'EM ALL.
porations. Kach should be willing to do their share.
v.
mm.
in
Distance
a,,
cut
seen
Local
I
Lake.
have
Salt
the
The
birds
Telephones
savage
j;miiuuramiu
Long
painted
The day has gone by when old methods can control; where concealment
the sparrow made it pay.
s
the white man's scalp away;
the
and
since
stroyed
cold
or
Hot
be
can
on
where
water,
rooms.
without exposure;
can be carried
exempt,
corporations
I have seen great gladiators going then the laws of Utah have protected
partially exempt, while the people share t'he burden. The intention of the
electric
the beautiful, graceful winged things. COUNCIL
proudly to the fray;
New Mexican is to do justice and not to play favorites nor show discrimina- I
have looked at Julius Caesar as
And why not?
The birds do not
tion against a particular corporation or business. It intends to carry out
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
he led his legions past;
know it, of course, but what they
the policy enunciated by its great leader: "A square deal for every man."
I
seen Napoleon's
have
army represented, the people know, and it
crushed and crumpled up at last, 13 the right spirit which recognizes
as a campaign I have watched
One, Hiram Johnson, does not seem to be a second-rate- r
intrepid Peary a good thing done. It is only a sentiAt the meeting of the city council
orator, himself. There is no question that his earnestness and honesty of
climbing over hills of snow
ment, but the pages of history show
City Attorney E. P. Davles
Friday,
a
a
nurnose backed by the record of his achievements in California are making
on
canvas
at
have seen them
that every great movement that was wag instructed
to bring suit against
an impress on all who hear him. He is a splendid second to his leader.
motion picture show
ever Btarted was based on sentiment the
Mountain States Telephone and
b. B. Kiser, Chicago Record-Herald- ,
As a delegate remarked at Chicago: "I have been in politics a long time
and we cannot refuae to recognize it
over alleged non
but this is the first time that I have ever seen a reversible ticket." ur
i"e movies nave uecume as ihulu
or close our hearts against it. We do Telegraph company
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
of that comon
the
part
compliance
ball
as
base
an
institution
American
course the delegate overlooked the McKinley and Roosevelt combination
not want to. Sentiment softens the
in
its
certain
witn
pany
requirements
at Philadelphia, but his remark has force to it. The ticket of Roosevelt and Jor Ringling's circus, and they are hard things of life and it makes us francnise
HOME
granted by the city. It was
Johnson is one of the strongest ever put before the American people, and 01 editable, and worthy to be classed Digger and better men and women.
failed!
has
the
that
company
alleged
the
with
better
entertainments,
among
has no weakness from whatever standpoint it may be regarded.
ine mormon monument to tne sea-- 10 lnstau a flre alarm system, has;
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit witn
As the campaign progresses this fact will more and more impress an admission price that opens the eulls is a worthyv tribute, , and h vnln-- i
.v,
..n..
Mloa
tlnnl,nno
to
all.
LClCjluuuc
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door
itself upon the voters. The ticket is a winner.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
as also failed to complete its system.
to time example.
I am not handing any boquet
Central Location.
drinknow
for
furnished
The water
Mike Stanton in this little mention
MUST KNOW US BETTER.
Those opponents of Roosevelt who have been accusing him of a desire 0f (ne moving picture business, es-t- o
ing purposes also was discussed and
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
be a king, a dictator, a mikado, a shah or something of that kind, must neciallv but it is a
Large Sample ROOITIS.
In advertising Santa Fe to the out-- ! the solons appointed a committee to
pleasure to note
have been surprised at the Colonel's remarks in Montana Saturday, when!,n.u ganta Fe is getting a mighty sitle world, how much has been done, investigate this beverage and ascer-lie gave in his usual outspoken way, his view of the job of being king. Roose- - g00(j clasg of films 0ne never comes In a way, by the simple "trade mark" tain why it lacks that "perfect pris- s
velt lound nothing alluring in it, and his characterization of it as being a!away from tne
theater feeling of t'he Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pelmatic purity" conducive to the
between a popular
and a leader of the four hundred, tnat ne has been ejs
and professional prosperity of
flimflammed nor sort railroad. Their design of an old
proves that it is too tame a stunt for Teddy. He doesn't want it. His ot- disgraced, like lie used to feel when sion cross enclosed in a circle and the water drinkers,
MR. CLARK REPLIES.
opponents will have to try again if they want to find something against him no gneaked out of a vaudeville in name "Santa Fe" on the cross isj
that will stick. Lp to this writing he has cleared the decks of all the silly SOme city where there had been pre- - scattered far and wide over the coun-- j
When informed of the action of
stuff that has been charged against him and is growing stionger daily before 8tnted some suggestive or question-- ; try, on trains and freight cars and in 'the city council, Dean D. Clark, spe-thpeople who know him so well and believe in his patriotic honesty.
at.e feature that was the beginning front of the passenger agents' offices 'ciai representative of the telephone
0
jot what has since developed into the in all cities. This simple and yet company, made the following state-On- e
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
of the most impressive planks in the Progressive platform is that turkey trot, or the grizzly bear hug. striking emblem stamps itself on the ment:
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candidates skate away from them, or express a weak sympathy in a Eeneral taug'ht along with the interesting pic-- :
say however,
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way. or wave them aside as being impracticable at the present time. Thelites, and the audience does not come ticket office.
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bad
a
COMPANY
in
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taste
witn
many,
mouth,
is here, however, whether the candidates want it or not and it cannot !awa'
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and
Company,
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be ignored. The courage of Roosevelt in standing squarely on a platform like a biIious attack Sives hlm' He means only a name connected witnhag thQ 1JOcy Qf belng a law.
h
had to go the great railroad system. They do abl(ltng
and it
demanding social and industrial justice is one thing that endears him to the does not feeI as if
corporation
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SjVe. When they started, they were
Only last summer a friend of mine stand the expense. Such money could
as a protection and will prevent any further removal of the garbage and not
just the kind of pictures that a was asked this question by a person be used to much better advantage
refuse which have so long reposed in that spot and which are recognized as fellow wanted to take his very best who knew vaguely of Santa Fe: "Do
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He never knew what
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Tne perKon wno asked the ques people of Santa Fe on existing condiAvenue.
Don
Caspar
a more easy and expeditious method of amending the federal constitution.! Some ot the presentations at tne tion above quoted had been a wide tions. I do not think there is any mern
Elks have been of actual historic value traveler, toad mingled one season after it in this contemplated suit."
and in the common run of Alms, in another with the peoples of the old
Some professor has doped it out that a flood will destroy the earth lntDese
,jay8j there is no cause for
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in Accident Insurance for one year in the
Thousand
One
e
'l"'6 histrl clty ln her owu day afternoon, of visiting Mr.a twelve
has certainly lifted a weight of anxiety from the minds of a' lot of!
OCEAN ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
professor
MONUMENTS.
:
,
land she knevy only by narrie.
;
acre crop of wheat that
HumpLet us Explain Our New
This only shows that Santa Fe mu't hreys was having threshed, and while
There are all kinds of monuments
-- 0TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY
elected for all kinds of purposes, to blow her own horn; advertise herself, the editor of a newspaper Is not
The Chicago Record-Heralsays the Progressive party in New York commemorate events in history and boast of her accomplishments; let all usually much when it comes to crops
This contract is a winner.
those who travel.
For
is using automobiles in the campaign and asks which party will be the the great achievements of men, but the world know what we posses- - ln of any kind, we want to say that this
AGENTS
GENERAL
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M2bucnTbtlacity
HALL
first to use airships. It looks from this angle as if the Republican party
rarely do we find a marble shaft like the way of attractions and advan little patch of wheat will show our
was up in the air, already. And the gear is not working well, either.
readers about what the average run
that recently erected at Salt Lake by tages.
0
I believe we are seeing here the ot wheat win De about Maxwell.
tablish claim to the land above deNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the Mormon church. It was erected
A Milwaukee woman started a suit for divorce because her husband for just the birds of the air, and is dawn of a more brilliant and prosper
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
This twelve acre lot will easily go Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
IT. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
60 bushels to the acre. There are a
shaved off his beard. That suit could be put on the blink effectively by one of the most unique in our his- ous day.
on
also
will
30.
1912.
the 8th day of October, 1912.
that
fields
New
the man's losing his razor. Would that all divorce suits could be settled tory.
of
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Aug.
Mexico,
large
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
make this same average. Can any of
as easily.
NOTICE is hereby given that Su-It's a pretty story a tale of real CHICHESTER
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the eastern states beat this? We say Bano Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.. who, j Euloglo Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
BRAND.
life. When the Mormons first settled
A
for A
Drinlit
Ldlt Auk Dlraon
not.
on March 8. 1906, made Homestead Jose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.;
d IlratAS
Why should I'ncle Sam spend millions of our money on interior "forts" iu Utah they had great difficulty In
Mill in Hr ud t)M ncMllcV
Section Feliberto Martines, of Lamy, N, M.;
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politician's reputation as a "pork" their first harvest promised to be a
nothing to defend but some stand-pa- t
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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accompany a large amount of
ness. Magdalena News.

busi-

and $108.06 as part payment on
ncipul leaving a balance due on
two court house certificates
of
$24.20 and $244.75.
Mix. Hosarlo Davis do
was
allowed exemption for the years 1011- -

BADLY INJURED.
RATTLESNAKE.
jail happy and contented. Wagon
old son Jlound Pantagraph.
irt Taylor, the
(hard Taylor, living near Allen,
UNDERGROUND FLOW.
picking up a bundle of yiaize!
Jtten by a rattlesnake on thej I... H. Chase, an expert engineer of
and. Dr Hilton, of this place Denver, has for the p,ast week been
flow of water
lied Friday night to attend the testing the under-grounhome of
o at this time is reported out near the Spring Branch
ger, and Is doing as well as Thos. P. James, and reports abundwater. The
Enter- - ance of under-groune extended. Dundee
VICIOUS

d

;

IN THE GULCH.
Saturday W. P. Wofford start-wit-h
a span of mules with a
oaded with apples. When he
Tar as powder house one of
KLL

es got cranky and the wagon
:ed out of the road and turned
er a steep embankment
apples and all In a
Mr. Wofford stayed with the
until lie landed In the gulch
ded by apples on every side,
fortunately escaped with a fewbruises. Sierra County Addump-Woffor-

slight
vocate.

WELL.
Mr. J. U. Gross is very happy over
the receipt of word from T. A. Stan-clifwell driller, that he has secur
ed a 1,600 gallon well cn his place on
the nlains at Cottonwood, west 0f
Lake Arthur. The we'l will be 850
Jeet deep, water rising 12 inches over
an eight inch casing. This is the
best well In that section, being farthest west, and on the south side of
the Cottonwood draw. The unexpected finding of water in this area
means that the dry land in that vicinity will soon be settled. Roswell
News.
1,600 GALLON

f,

DRY FARM PEACHES.
's
Mr. James E. Brown, one of the
good friends, who lives about
three miles north of town, brought to
the office Monday, some of the best
looking, best tasting peaches, that It

has been our lot to sample.
Jim believes in sharing the good
things of life with his fellowman, as
is evidenced by his gift.
These peaches only go to show
v.hat can be done "dry farming," especially by having tract with the use
of a wind mill.
The trees on which the fruit grew
were only set out three years ago.
Fort Sumner Review.
ALL HAPPY.
"Everybody and his brothers have
gene to the harvest fields and are
reaping the fruits of their hard work
during the past spring and summer.
"Everybody" says he has the best
crop of beans, wheat, oats, cane, etc.
and his "Brothers" say they have the
best, so that we may expect the crops
around Nolan to be "bumper crops."
"Everybody and his brothers" are going to take their exhibits to the Jubilee in October at Wagon Mound
and then the judges will have a hard
time of It deciding which is the best
entitled to the prize and making

amount obtainable perhaps would furnish plenty of water for several thousand acres.
Mr. James contemplates putting in
an irrigation dain by which he will
utilize the underflow, and also store
the flood waters.
This is the most suitable location
for this kind of a proposition in this
section of the country and Mr. James
is most sure to make a success of his
undertaking, already j has some 50
acres of alfalfa, a portion of which,
from a two and one-hal- f
acre plot he
will cut 10 tons of hay. Des Moines
Swastika.

Walter Lance, yougest son of the
editor of the Reporter, nearly lost his
life Friday.
He got caught in the
shafting which is connected with an
electric motor, bu had the presence
of his mind to throw out his hands
and grasp the back of large C. and P.
Jobber, which was being fed by Raymond Gerrish. He held on while his
clothing was being torn from his
bedy and shouted to have the power
stopped.. The pressman thought the
boy was caught in the press at first
and stopped his press, lossing a few
seconds, but soon realizing the situa
tion he ran and Bhut the power off.
Hj this time Walter was completely
stripped of his clothing, even his
stockings having wholly been chewed
up. He was
quite badly lacerated
about the lower lim'
but otherwise
came out of the contact in fair shape.
Had he not caught hold of the press
ho would have been instantly killed
as there is only a foot of space between the wall and shafting. Raton
Reporter.

INTERESTING IF TRUE.
The report that has gained currency
com- SUCCESSFUL CONVENTION
recently that the Phelps-Dodgpany are negotiating for the purchase
SOMETHING UNUSUAL.
of the Santa Fe lines from Deming to
The water, light and electric com- Silver City and Fierro, appears to be pany met with an unusual experience
based upon Information believed to be last Friday night, for this dry coun
rename. During tne last lew nays, try. It got drowned out, and had to
however, other information has been shut down. The company uses oil
added to the first report, which if for its fires in making steam and the
true, is of vast interest to Silver City, oil is kept in a large tank, buried unit is current now that if the alleged der the ground. This is surrounded
negotiations for the purchase of the by a levee, which was supposed to
railroad lines mentioned falls through, be high enough to protect the tank,
but the extraordinary rain of Friday
then, in that event, the Phelps-Dodg- e
company will immediately begin the night was too much for the levee. The
construction of a road from Deming water flowed over and got into the
to Tyrone and will then
push it0i! tank. Of course it sank to the
through to Fierro via Silver City, bottom, and the pipe leading to the
Central and Copper Flats, the mines fires took from the bottom of the
at this place having been included in tank, and when the engineer got to
the purchase of the Chemung holdings pumping water on his fires the steam
at Tyrone. Silver City Enterprse.
went down. The plant was shout down
about eleven o'clock. The water was
MAGDALENA GROWS.
cleared out of the tank the next day,
Our city shows much activity in the and a higher levee will be built.
Liberal.
building line at present, and before
many days two new business houses
ESTANCIA IS ENTHUSIASTIC,
will have been added to the large
of
business
number
substantial
Estancia, N. M., Sept. r. mo coun-- '
blocks.
ty convention of the nrocressive rmrtv
The remodeling of the corner room was heId at the court houae 1)ere on
the Wilson hotel which will be1(hn nth inst mut tV!,. nmi
occupied by the First National Bank cess. The various precincts were rep-is rapidly nearing completion and resented and the
feeling was harmon- when completed will make cozy quart- ions and enthusiastic
throughout. Thej
ers for the new banking institution. following were elected
delegates to
The large plate glass which adorns
state convention at Albuquerque:
the front has been placed in position
Lorenzo Zamora, Torreon; Ross
and will afford an abundance of light Garcia, Torreon: F. H. Tremble.!
for the room.
Mountainair; B. E. Hedding,
The addition to the south side of
E. N. Peden, Estancia; Manthe Wilson hotel will soon be ready uel Sanchez y Sanchez. Estancia:
for occupancy, the work of laying the j0hn McGillivray, Lucia
stonewalls having been completed
The convention elected Julius Mey-- '
umu ua) ago.
uu una auuiuuii, er ana Manuel Sanchez y Sanchez,
which almost doubles the capacity of both of Estancia, as state committee-- ;
the hotel, it will rank among the best men from Torrance county, and Julius
in this section of the state.
Meyer as chairman of the county cell-- ;
The outside work on the Gibsons tral committee, with Acacio Gallegos,
garage is finished and the Installing Serafico Romero, Juan C. Jaramillo
of the machinery will be next in
and George H. Van Stone as the other
der. This building is roomy and will four members.

Suremihe

Baking
CALUMi

Moun-tainair-

or-an- d

what

determine

ft
For election of presidential electors:
one representative in congress,
and for the submission to the
tors of a proposed amendment to the
and of a proposed issue
of state highway bonds,
Whereas, no provision has been
made by the legislature of the state
of New Mexico for an election to be
held in this state on the Tuesday
next after the first Monday in
ber, 1912, for the election of presi- dential electors; and
Whereas, by section 0 of article XX
of the constitution of the state of New
Mexico it is provided that such elec- tion shall be held as in said
tution nrovided for the election unon
tne ratification of the constitution;
Novem-Lordsbur-

g

and

Whereas, it. is necessary at such
election also to elect one representa-thtive ln congress to be elected at large
from tl,e state:
Now Therefore. I William C. lie- Donald, governor of the state of New
Mexico, do hereby proclaim and ordain an election to be held in the said
state of New Mexico on the Tuesday
next after the first Monday in Novem-ber, 1912, the same being the fifth day
of November, 1912, which election, ex
cept as to the manner of making re- turns and canvassing and certifying
the result thereof, shall be held and
conducted in the manner prescribed
by the laws of New Mexico now in
force, at which election three presi- e

1

n

min-istee-

w--

tyrant-executiv-

lV
r

o

"lion-heart-

pure-bloo-

j

"'

dential electors and one represents
tive in congress to be elected at large
from the state shall be chosen by the
nmnle.
the nersnn
rpepiviny0 thf hiih- ,
r.
est number of votes tor any ottice to
hf elentpd thereto.
u Jg Furth(;r Ordered, that an elec-anUon shaI1 be lpU1 , said gtate of Npw
on th Bame day liereinbefore
flpecifiedi 8t which there shall be
tn .,. .,i(ptnrs nf thP state fnr
inn nn nmpiirl--- '
tlieip nnnpnvnl
............. nT1
v. rplppl
....v.w..
ment of section " of Article XXI of
the constitution of the state which
reads as follows:
"This state shall never enact any
law restricting or abridging the right
of suffrage on account of race, color
or previous condition of servitude;
and in compliance with the require- ments of the said act of congress, it is
hereby provided that ability to read,
write, speak and understand the Eng- lish language sufficiently well to con- duct the duties of the office without
the aid of interpreter, shall be a nec-- j
essary qualification for all state officers and members of the state legisla-- :
ture."
So that the same shall read as fol--

A competent cook,
WANTED
ply to Mrs. A. U. Renehan.

Ap- -

itskl.
FOR SALIC Two story residence on
Tahice avenue. Lot C0x240 feet. O. (J.
Watson & Co.
FOR SaLE Fine black
horse and good buggy. Apply
Francisco street.
j

driving
San

237

FOR SALE National Cash
ister two drawers practica'ly
0. C. Watson &. Co.

Reg-

new.

are

s

juu-ge-

1

LVJ

l.

Precinct No. 2. Rumaldo Roybal,
Martin Aouna, W. A. Williams.
Precinct No. 3. Luis M. Moya,
DelirHdo
t
wvu..
liu. ociiiii.".ci, Vlilhortr.
just!
Manuel
Alarid,
precinct No. 4.
Daniel McKenzie and Phillipe Quin-- !
tana.
Precinct No. 5. Fabian Lopez, Emi-- j
terio Romero y Doininguez, Carlos Or-

,:,,,,

i

betterments

practicable moment, provided that he
shall show by his estimates the cost
between Santa Fe and Cerrillos and
between Cerrillos und San Pedro,
separately, and bet ween Santa Fe
and ualisteo ami ueiween ualisteo
and Stanley separately.
The following persons were ap- of registration for the
pointed
eiPCtion to be held on the Mb day of
November, 1912, and the clerk was
,
,
Vn
i
olertinn 1rtroc- luDiruuieu
amation at the proper time.
Precinct No. 1. Ramon Garcia y
Maestas, Vicente Roybal, Pedro Roy-ba-

d

o

fur-

married
WANTED- .- liy
young
PKtilllHte
nnt.ltwl on1 fotmrt U'itll
rooms
two
for
furnished
couple,
reasonbut
an
of cost of
economical,
Answer 'phone
ably efficient basis, at the earliest light housekeeping.

piA

The central figures in the Nicara-guarevolution are: , Gen. Emiliano
Chamorro, now in command of the
government forces and a candidate for
president, known as "the
r
Gen. Luis Mena, deposed
of war, and present leader of
the revolutionists, who is known as
j
MNIMP
"the strong man;" and last, President Adolfo Diaz, known as "the
quiet man."
I
Nicaraguans say that this revolu
fit
jfW0&foi.
a
tion had Its real inception In the rivSenora
alry between Senora Mena and
Chamorro, each being ambitious to
wear the title of "Madame President."
Their unbounded desires for the social prestige which accompanies the
position of "first lady in the land,"
is said to have parted Mena and
Chamorro, who during the "reign of
terror" while Zelaya was
were brother exiles in foreign
countries.
THE HARBOR AT CORINTO, WHERE MORE AMERICAN MARINES
Mena has a great deal of negro
WILL BE LANDED; BELOW IS U. S. CRUISER CALIFORNIA
WHICH
He stands six feet
blood in him.
WILL TAKE THE MARINES FROM THE PACIFIC COAST
PANA- JLA
and is a giant in strength. He is the
MA DOWN TO CORINTO.
VYK n
Idol of the soldiers, and exceedingly
natives.
popular with the
The Mena congress then elected Mena they willed.
Emiliano Chamorro has from his
president for the term beginning in
Mena had, during his term as min
father the proud blood of the Span1913, and further dictated that the se- ister of war. tried to force the accent-HEAD'
THE
OF
LUIS
GEN
MENA,
a
touch
side
mother's
his
iard; from
REVOLUTIONISTS.
lection should not be subject to pop- ance
of Indian. When all others ran from
by the government of the $15,- Zelaya he alone stood his ground and police, as minister of war, and handed ular approval. In other words, the 000,000 loan from Brown Bros, and J.
took the election of presinarrowly escaped death scores of over to Chamorro the
W. Seligman, Wall street bankers,
legislature, re- legislature
times. That was where he got his
dent away from the people.
he couldn't. The legislature did
himexecutive
the
"
powers
taining
title.
Then Diaz fired Mena as minister borrow $1,500,000, and now an Ameri-- j
He self.
President Diaz is a
of war. Mena took what troops he can collector takes $,o,000 of the cus-- j
is unlike either Mena or Chamorro.
Mena, as head of the army and po- could separate from their allegiance toms at the port of Corinto every
He is a thinker, financiar, scholar. lice at Managua, controlled the coun- to the government, with other re- month to square that temporary loan.
When he succeeded to the presidency try. Chamorro and Diaz were mere cruits, and began his insurrection.
While Secretary Knox was in Man-- j
after Estrada, Zelaya's successor, died figureheads. He had another legisla
the worse elements join agua last winter he was the special
Naturally
May, 1911, Diaz divided up the gov- ture elected, a Mena congress, to take ed the insurrectonists, for that gave guest of Mena and spent much time
ernment, giving Mena the army and the place of the Chamorro congress.them a cnance to ,oot and murder a8 witn
semi-negr-

mm

.(nil
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FOR RENT Very desirable
nished room. J'lione 147 W.

FOR RENT C room house with
furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S. Low- -

-

I

Pal- -

17!)

1

-

HERE'S THE SORY OF THE LATEST ROW (N NICARAGUA WHITHER
OUR MARINES ARE RUSHING TO PROTECT AMERICAN INTERESTS

Uii

'

BAKIMS POWDER

You don't save money when you buy cheap or big-ca- n
baling powder,
D m 't be mislead. liuu Calumet, ll 's more economical more wholesome
best
results.
Culumet
soda.
is
to
and
sour
milk
fat superior
glues

j

Furnished rooms for rent,
aco avenue.

1II12.

Senator 1'nnkey presented a petition
signed liy a large number of tax pay- era praying that a bridge be built on
Arroyo AtaHeoso near GnllHleo. The
board Issued a call for bids 'for the
V
construction of said bridge to be
built of steel and concrete, sa!
an
ordinary
just
bridge to he "5 feet long and accord
I
knowledge cf bak
on
ing to plans and specifications
ing1 requirements on your part is all tbat is necessary
file in the county clerk's oflice.
to produce perfect bakings with Calumet Baking.Senator I'ankey ami A. 11. Rene- Powder. Calumet by its puritv and perfect leavening- han, Esq., appeared before the board
and presented a good roads resolution
qualities docs the rest.
Leave your next baking to Calumet r.nd note the which is as follows:
fie it resolved, That the main pub- improvements also note the saving tor Calumet is
economical i:i cost and use. All good grocers sell it. lie road from Santa Fe, via Cerrillos
to San Pedro, aud the present road
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
from Santa Fe, via Galisteo to Stun- World's Pur Food Expedition,
Chicago, 11.
ley should be improved;
Pari Exposition, France,
the
Be it further resolved, That
March 1912.
county surveyor be and he hereby
is directed to go over the said roads,

e

1

WANTS

Vnremiheiii

tiz.

Precinct No. 6. German Pino, Jose
Padilla, Apolonio Hael.
Precinct No. 7. Jose Granito, Ciri-acRael, Ramon Sandoval.
Precinct No. 8. Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Juan N. Sandoval, Juan J. Silva.
Precinct No. 9. Toribio Archuleta.
Felipe Roybal, Fidel Romero.
Precinct No. 10. H. C. Kinsell, Antonio Montano, John Green.
Precinct No. 11. Francisco Lucero,
Juan Martinez, Frank White.
Precinct No. 12. Eulogio Sandoval,
Pedro Tudesque, Feliciano Lovato.
Precinct No. 13. W. M. Taber, Henry Rivera, Juan Gonzales y Roybal.
Precinct No. 14. Reyes Ortega,
Hermeregildo Jaramillo, Nicolas Mar-

1

!U W.

"FORSALE Cood" team of younn
mountain horses, for driving or riding. Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
Co.

r,osT

Boston bull pup, brown and
white marks, with long ears.
Return to John or Howeii Ervien,
Siln(a Fe u,,ward.

black,

.

-

nome f()r
,U)mH lovpr
Severa,
,
,..
uewiy lumipneu rooms witll conven- lences of home. Mrs. Robinson, corner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
A

.

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchangee
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Exchange. Phone 231.
Cleaned,

WANTED
The Cosmopolitan Group
requires the services of a representative in Santa Fe and surrounding
territory, to look after subscription
renewals, and to extend circulation
by special methods which have proved unusually successful. Salary and
commission. Previous experience desirable but not essential. Whole
time or spare time. Address, with
references, Charles C. Schwer, The
Cosmopolitan Group, 381 Fourth Ave.
New York City.

A male teacher
with
WANTED
state teaching qualifications, and who
"This state shall never enact any
has some knowledge of manual trainilaw restricting or abridging the right
ng, to teach t the New Mexico Reof suffrage on account of race, color
form School for a term of about 7
or previous condition of servitude."
months and serve
;uard the balIt Is Further Ordered, that there
ance of year. Salary, $70.00 monthly,
shall be an election in said state on Unez.
without board. A twelve months' conthe day aforesaid at which there shall
pr,cj,ict No. 15. Eulogio Mestas,
be submitted to the qualified electors Ramon Iiustos, Jose Hilario Maestas. tract will be given to a satisfactory
with A. C.
of the state for their ratification an
precinct No. 16. Bias S. Valdez, applicant. Correspond
Sec'y of N. M, R. S., Springer,
act of the legislature of the state of Eulogio Bustos, Tomas J. Maestas.
N. M.
New Mexico entitled:
precinct No. 17. Jose S. Garcia,
"An act providing for the issuance Victoriano Casados, Alfredo Delgado.
Precinct No. 18. R. L. Baca, Man-fo- r IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
of bonds by the state of New Mexico
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISB. Salazar, D. C. Allard.
uel
the purpose of constructing and
OF NEW MEXICO.
TRICT
19.
Wm.
No.
Kilpatrick,
maintaining a system of highways,"! Precinct
United States of America, Plaintiff,
y
Antonio
iarla
wiiinti
uarcia
Annuo,
juan
June
1912,
10,
approved
vs.
No. 119.
printed as chapter 5S of the session vaez.
Am-adAmerican
Water
Valley
20.
Storage and
No.
Luis
Precinct
Alarid,
laws of the first state legislature.
Irrigation Company, Defendant.
Mora, Joe Black.
And that all ballots at said election
It appearing from the complaint in
Precinct No. 21. Otto Goetz, Frank
shall have printed thereon at the end
the above entitled cause that the same
M. Johnson,
P.
Davis,
thereof the words:
Precinct No. 22. Feix Romero, Juan i3 commenced for the purpose of re"For the state highway bond ismoving a cloud upon the title to real
Benigno Romero.
sue," and in a separate line under the Sena,
Bena-videestate of plaintiff to certain lands
No. 23. Rornulo
Precinct
same the words: "Against the state
Anacleto Contreras, Martin within the District of New Mexico,
highway bond issue." Opposite which Gonzales.
and it further appearing that the delines there shall be a square in which
Benito Seller, fendant, American Valley Water StorPrecinct No. 24.
the voters may make or stamp a cross
age and Irrigation Company, its agents
Montoya, Neberto Torrez
to indicate whether they vote for or Guadalupe
There being no further business oi officers, if ar:y there be, Is not an
against said bond issue.
the board adjourned until next regu- inhabitant of and cannot be found
It Is Further Ordered that the bal- lar meeting.
within the District of New Mexico or
lots cast at said election shall be
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
elsewhere, as shown by the return ot
counted and canvassed by the election Attest:
Chairman. the marshal for the District of New
officers and the returns of said elecM. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.
Mexico, made on the 28th day of June,
tion shall be made by said election
1912, and by the affidavit of Leroy O.
officers direct to the secretary of state
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Moore, Esq., filed herein, and that the
of New Mexico at Santa Fe.
said defendant has not voluntarily apDepartment of the interior,
Done at the executive office this
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M peared in this cause;
and that said
the Gth day "of September, A. D. 1912. Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
defendant cannot be served personalWitness my hand and the great seal
Notice is hereby t'iven that Ricar ly either in this district or elsewhere.
New Mexico
of the state of New Mexico.
It is ordered that said defendant do
do Valencia of Pecos,
WILLIAM C. McDONALD,
2
who, on September J , 1907, made appear, plead, answer or demur
in on Monday, October 7, 1912, and
for N
Governor.
Homestead Entry No.
SW
SB
that a copy of this order be published
SE
SW
Attested: ANTONIO LUCERO, Sec SE
Section 6, Township 17 N., Range 12 in the Santa Fe New Mexican,
a
retary of State.
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no daily newspaper published within the
district of New Mexico, once a week
tice of intention to make five-yeSPECIAL SESSION.
proof, to establish claim to the land for six consecutive weeks, the last
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 29, 1912.
above described, before Register or publication to be made at least one
The board of county
week before said return day.
met in special session with Hon. Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Done in open court at Santa Fe, New
New Mexico, on the 11th day o(
Fe,
and
Jose Ortiz y Pino, chairman;
1S12.
.uexico, mis uth day of August,
A.
Commissioners Geo. M. Kinsell and October,
1912.
;D-- '
WM. H. POPE, .
Claimant names as witnesses:
Esnnlniila .Tirnn nresent. M. A. Or- Prudenclo Gonzales, Ramon Quin
Judge.
tiz and Cnarle8 C. ciosson were in at-Casimin
tendance as clerk and sheriff, respec-bu- t tna, Pablo A. Gonzales,
Section 34, Township 15 N.,
Range 9
Gallegos, all of Pecos, New Mexico.
tlvely
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
MANUEL
R.
OTERO,
Tne asse88ment roIs for tne year
of intention to make
proof, to
Register.
lgl2 were approved,
establish claim to the land above dethat
Mrs Ba,fe made complaint
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Tomas Delgado had fenced a public
U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
road in precinct No. 4; the clerk was Department of the Interior,
Mexico, on the 15th day of October,
M.
S.
Land
N.
U.
at
Office
Santa
Fe,
to
Air.
to
instructed
Delgado
notify
1912.
1912.
22,
August
appear before the board at the next
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Leopol-dmeeting and show cause why the
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino.
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
fence should not be ordered removed.
Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
The U. S. Bank & Trust Co. was who. on Mav 27. 1907. made Home- - aU
ot Galisteo, N. M.
SW
allowed payment on two certificates Steady Entry No. 11519 for N
MANUEL R. OTERO,
inNE
SW
SE
NW
of
$3194
of indebtedness the sum
Register.

lows,
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Recently it has been definitly proven by experiments on animals that alcohol
lowers the germicidal power of the body and that alcohol paralyzes the white corpuscles of the blood and renders them unable to take up and destroy disease germs.
D'scase germs cause the death of over
of the human race,
A blood medicine, made entirely without alcohol, which is a pure glyceric extract of roots, such U9 Bloodroot, Queen's root, Oolden Seal root, Mandrake and
Stone root, has been extensively sold by dni&;ists for the past forty years as Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. The refreshing influence of this extract is liks
Nature's influence the blood is bathed in the tonic which gives life to the blood
the vital fires of the body burn brighter and their increased activity consumes the
tissue rubbish which has accumulated during the winter.
Dr. R. . Pierce, the founder of the Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute, and a physician cf. large experience and
practice, w&s the first to make up on Alterative Extract of
roots, without a particle of alcohol or narcotic.
"It is with the srrEntcr.t of pleasure, that I write to let you know of
the preat benctit I receive! fio-- the me of your me.iioiiis
ami
at home." write Mrs. Wm. Heves, of Ladygmith. B. C. " suffered for three year from a
Bore. Consulted four doctors hut
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
Sept. 12, 1912.
and
Fare from
All Points in New Mexico

One

One-Fif-

th

TO ALBUQUERQUE

AND

RETURN.

n

V

.
:
.riva nli.r
thetf rnil. fn hlMlJ
...I j t
Von aml woul- - have to consult a specialist cuncemincr my ear. that tha
ue
we muni cui out Deiore tno wound would heal. A kind fnerd
advised me to write to Dr. Pierce, which I did, and after seven months'
use of the treatment the sore is healed, and I enjoy tietter health than 1
ever did. I dressed the wound with Dr. Pierce's
Salve and
loo me tioiuen Medical Discovery' and Pleasant PvlleU fur uiy
troubles. I shall always recommend your medicines,

iMrrrr"

EXECUTIVE MANSION AT MANAGUA;
PRESIDENT
ADOLFO
NICARAGUAN
COMMANDER
OF
DIAZ, ON RIGHT; GEN. EMILIANO CHAMORRO,
TION.
TROOPS, ON LEFT.

'

ARMY TYPES; SOLDIERS FIGHTING

THE

REVOLU-GOVERNMEN- T

Mas.

Heto.

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate liver and bowel.

Dates of Sale, Sept. 9, 10,11 and 12th
Return Limit, Sept. 16, 1912.
FARE FROM
SANTA FE

tfi

IC

?4.li)

SANTA F
ALL THE WAY

H.S. LUTZ.Aft., SANTA FE, N.M
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SANTA

EIGHT.
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PITCHER RAYMOND
WAS BEATEN
TO DEATH

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

e

86

post-morte-

THE FACT THAI
WE ARE

Saturday as the result of a fractured
skull, and not from heart disease, as
was first supposed.

Serving and Pleasing RIO ARRIBANS

WANT PRINCE
FOR CONGRESS

A HOST OF

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

n

BLES

TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received
NOTICE

GOODS

& BAKERY

lbs. Sugar, $1.00

14

fTandrews
Phone 4.

by the County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
day of October, 1912, for furnishing
all materials for one bridge to be built
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with plans and specifications made by
the Midland Bridge company of Kansas City, Missouri, on file in the office
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
where they may be seen and examin-

Convention

SANTA FE, N. M
1912.
September 14-1- 5,
For this occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets from all points
in New Mexico to Santa Fe and
h
return at one and
'
fare for the round trip.
one-fift-

Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check in the sum of ten
per cent of the amount of bid.
Parties desiring so to do, may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners reserves the right to reject any and
all bids or to accept any bid made
that in their judgment is for the best
interest of Santa Fe County, New
Mexico.

Attest:

JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Chairman.
M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.

Dates Of : Sale, Sept. Ith to Utff.'
Return Limit, Sept 17th, 1912.

You cannot get up to date printing
material
unless you have
and facilities. The New Mexican

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
Santa Fe, - - NewMexico.

Printing Company has both, and at
r.he same
time expert mechanics
Vour orders are always assured per
sonal attent"n.
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WOMEN'S SHOES
saw.
nvsr its:

IT'S

a beautiful array
the Women's Fall

that we
have here spread out for
your choosing!
'
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d
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purpose of carrying out this project,
that company debired a certain tract
of land, and agreed to pay for it at
a valuation set upon it by a commit-- '
tee of the citizens. Such committee
was appointed and tixed the price at
$4o,0U0. Jt was then found, when
tempt to purchase was made, that the
cost would be $;!,0(io. But the rail- road company felt that it should only
pay the price agreed and fixed by the
citizens' committee of appraisal. Not
aeierrea Dy mis opBiacie, iue uuenueao
men of all classes undertook to raise
the additional $50,000. A committee
of fifteen on. ways and means .was selected as a nucleus, and they enlisted
the active interest and support of
enough more to make fifty. These
fifty, afoot, in carriages, in their own
'
automobiles, for the past ten days
have visited, importuned, dragooned
and almost coerced, where coercion
was necessary, and that was rarely,
the people in general, business men,
artisans, clerks, to subscribe an
amount which the committee before
hand had fixed as probably within the
means of the.' selected individuals, uy
Friday night" 407 persons had
tributed, in amounts from $10.00 up
to $3,000.00 and by Saturday night the
list of subscribers exceeded 500 and
the aggregate of subscriptions exceed-o- f
el $GO,000.00. In other words there
was an
"This is the
Mr. Renehan added:
is
the spirit of
it
that
counts;
spirit
the true city builder. There seems
to be no drones in that hive. Where
men look to the future with so much
faith, and prove their faith by so
much sacrifice, there cannot be failure. We have been accustomed to
look upon Albuquerque as selfish,
striving to draw us all into its net,
and unwilling to aid us or any other
community in the civic and other mat-- '
ters which arise from time to time.
It is not a crime for men to be selfish
for their own. A little more selfish-- !
ness on our part will not hurt us. If
we will foster our resources and not
condemn others for fostering theirs,
we will go further in a day."
'

EACH SHOE

VtwrroDK Letted
New York, Sept. 7. Lily Langtry
the "Jersey Lily,'' is to make another
She will
"farewell tour of America.
sril for New Yort September 10 for
vaudeville engagement and
a
with the most wonderful collection of
gi.wns, so it is said, that any actress
ever has worn on any stage.
Lady DeBathe, as she is known in
private life, will carry no company.
She will depend on the gowns and her
own versatile personality to win her
audiences as she bids them a final
farewell. Her act will consist of sev- eval monologues, chosen from plays in
which she has appeared, but the feat ure, aside from the gowns, will be a
'sketch dealing with woman suffrage,
The engagement of Blanche Bates,
the actress, to George Creel of Denver did not surprise Miss Bate's
friends here. Miss Bates has been
spending the summer at Golden, near
Arvada, Col. S'he does not intend to
retire from the stage, it is said.
William Rutherford Mead, the archl- tect, has given the police a postcard
death from the Black
threatening
Hand unless he pays them $20,000.
Mead is the head of the firm of
Mead & White, of which Stan-- j
ford White, the third named member,
was shot by Harry K. Thaw,
The telephone dispatching system is
being installed on the main line of
the Lehigh Valley Railroad between
Manchester, N. Y., and Buffalo. The
company expects to equip the entire
mainline by October 1. Between New
York and Manchester, adistance
of
360 miles, the
dispatching of trains
k

Mc-jKi-

SAoe.

Luxury,

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50
$4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

Our Medium Priced Shoes are the bestval-ue- s
ever offered at the prices. Our Shoes
of Luxury you will say excells anything in
beautiful shoemaking you've ever seen.

JohnPflueger

'

u

PROGRESSIVE CALL
STATE CONVENTION
In accordance with the instructions
cf the executive committee of the progressive party of the state, on the
12th day of August, 1912, a state progressive convention is hereby called
t.t be held in the city of Albuquerque.
New Mexico, on the 10th day of September, at the hour of two o'clock p.
Hi., to nominate one candidate for

three stories.
George Primrose, the minstrel, was
served yesterday with papers which
granted Mrs. Esther Primrose alimony
of $75 a month pending a decision in
her suit fof a separatfon. Justice
Tompkins also allowed Mrs. Primrose
back
a $250 counsel fee and $180
This is the third action be- alimony.
tween the' Primroses.
Charles
Schwab, steel magnate,
brought his Bethlehem band to New
York and entertained them on Broadway. Then .the- baud entertained
twenty-fivthousand persons in the
rain in Central Park.
Maj. Alfred R. .Calhoun, a Civil War
veteran and leader of those who dug
the Libbey Prison tunnel and escaped
through it, is dead at his home in
He was 68 years old.
Brooklyn.
John Gllroy's ire at the gibes of a
party of small boys who were annoying him was the indirect cause of his
death today. He gave chase to the
boys and tripped at a street corner,
his head striking the curb. His skull
was fractured and he died a few hours
later.
c
The record for
steamship arrivals was broken again yesterday. One Ship after another worked its way up the bay to the worri-men- t
of health and customs inspectors. More than ten thousand pas
sengers were landed and four steam- ers docking at the same time caused
e

'

trans-Atlanti-

MAYOR. PRIEST AND CHAPLAIN OF THE
SECOND. FATHER DUNIGAN IS

three

and

to coneress.

1))esidential electors, and the transac
tion of such other business as may
properly come before the convention.

Until after the election in this state
November,
of the
1912, the several counties
state are entitled to representation iu
the above convention as follows:
They shall be entitled to double the
number of delegates that represented
said counties in the progressive convention held at the city of Albuquerque, on the 29th day of July last, and
on such basis of representation, each
county shall be entitled to the following numb4' of delegates:
24
Bernalillo
on the first Tuesday in

Chaves

.

coifax
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Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
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9
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San Miguel

Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
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Union
Valencia

Chairman.
GEO. W. PRICHARD,

"MAKING GOOD" AT EACH.

Secretary.

LOCAL ITEMS.
KASNER KAR auto for hire. Phone
111 J.

Last spring, Lapeer, Mich.,

a Catholic priest for

mayor.
folks, including the Rev.
Father Patrick R. Dunigan,
wero
doubtful about how it would work
g

out.

Father Dunigan

didn't want tl.o
nomination, he went out in the country to tell farmers about good roars
on the day of the election.
But 380 Protestants joined with Lapeer's 31 Catholic voters and gave
the Michigan city of 4,000 the first
American Catholic priest-mayoAnd
now Lapeer Is well satisfied with its
mayor he has certainly made good.
He has proved to the more fussy
FATHER PATRICK R. DUNIGAN.
Lapeerites that a man may be n
good Catholic priest at the same his own wood; and asks no favors
time. Father Dunigan has been may-froanybody. When the
or at the city hall and priest at thewent into camp this summer regiment
he
eled with his horse in a freight car.
He is also organizer of Lapeer'-;refusinthe services of a private,
commercial club, chairman of its
why he Is the most popular
ecutive committee, and chaplain ofraan in the "second."
the second regiment Michigan na- - Citizens subscribed $6,000 unsollcit-tiona- l
ed to pay off a debt on Father Duni- guards.
In the military camp Father Duni-gan'- s
church. His parishioners arc
gan is respected and loved as a big, loud in their praises of him as a
hearty, sympathetic,
manpriest; his soldiers couldn't be pried
always is. He cares for his ownaway from him with a battle-ax- ;
and
horse; pitches his own tent; fills histhe rest of the Lapeerites are sure
own lamp, makes his own bed; splits he's the best mayor they ever had.
r.

trav-cnurc-

g

d

fooling the people. Get wise. "Town- send."
32 Go To Duke City. The train for
Lamy this morning had aboard 32
men on their way to Albuquerque to
attend the democratic state conven tion which opens fhere today.
Advanced Fall and Winter Styles.
Latest Fabrics shown for Ladies' gar- mentS

at

W. H. Goebel Co.

Wallace Club's Gift. The Wallace
Club, although having a membership
of but eight persons, has subscribed
If this
$25 for the exhibition plan.
is any indication, the funds for the
gieat enterprise will not be lacking.
If ther's a toilet preparation you
need on your dressing table, phone
to Zook's. It's Benzoin Witch Haze)
and Almond Cream.
bo
Keefes Are Happy A
was born to Mrs. Frank Keefe, wife
of the manager of the Modern Gro-- j
eery company, last night. Both moth- er and child are doing well. Mr.
Keefe has been busy all day giving
cigars to those who congratulated
him.
We ARE going out of business. If
it was not so, rest assured my dear
friends, you could not buy our goods
below actual cost. "Townsend."
Mr. Santon Back.
Michael Stanton,)
manager of the Elks theater and a
prominent autoist of New Mexico, has
just returned from an SO0 mile tour
in his Lozier car through
southern
He was accompanied by
Colorado.
Jack Garrett. Mr. Stanton stated he
'had only two blowouts during the
entire trip which was one of the most
enjoyable he ever had.
Co. and let them
Call at Wood-Davi- s
show you a Majestic Range with hot
water attachment.
From 55 to 75 was the range in
temperature yesterday with the average relative humidity of 43 per cent.
There were showers and thunderstorms yesterday afternoon and at
night. The precipitation for 24 hours
showed 0.05 of an inch of rain. The
temperature Saturday was from 54 to
76 degrees and the average relative
humidity was 35 per cent,
Don't throw away your fountain
syringe for lack of tubing. New tubing sold in any length at Zook's.
Artistic Lamp Post. Sylvanus G.
Morley, the Harvard professor who is
doing much to boost the exhibition
plan for advertising and beautifying
Santa Fe, has designed an artistic
lamp post in harmony with Santa Fe
architecture.
This post is to- be erected in the plaza and will be one of the
many steps to keep ailve the romantic
interest of New Mexico's superb, old
capital.
ROOMS FOR RENT. SevefaTnice
rooms, single or en suite, furnished
or not, or ftfr light housekeeping. Apply at 237 Washington Avenue.
Guaranteed wash fabrics, highest
grade merchandise made in ginghams,
plaids, chambrays, zephyrs, flaxon and
nil staple piece goods at prices from
2c to 20c the yard, cheaper than you
can buy them at the factory by the
carload. "Townsend."

styles in foot wer.r is something wortin
.seeing. It will do you good to seje
what really are the correct shoes tfo
wear for all occasions. John Pfluegter,
'
.
the shoe man.
p. s. Forgot to say we had.' no
seconds but you know that any way.
Eegntiy Furn!sned Rooms for rent.
Tne flnest roomg Jn tne clty having
all modern
Irirliiilfnir
pnnvonten.
electric light, steam heat and baths.
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquart
ers iu me uoiei.

',

IIIBIklt
rALL niLLINtllY
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UTESTIM

HATS,
FEATHERS,
"pfO"

MISS A. MUGLER,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA

THE PLAZA

Market Co.
West Side of Plaza

Have Added a Complete

Line of

-

LOCAL
Ladies,

GROCERIES
their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.

To

THE
PLAZA MARKET CO.

the display of ladies' fall;

.15

The county committeemen
representing the progressive party of the
several counties above named, are requested to call precinct primary and
county conventions at as early a date
as possible, for the election of delegates to said state convention, but no
county convention should be held later than September 7th. Until after
the first state election in November,
1912, said committeemen should fix
the number of delegates that each
precinct Is entitled to in the county
convention which this committee suggests should be one delegate for every ten votes or majority fraction
thereof cast for the republican candl
date for delegate to congress at the
general election of 1908.
If contest should arise before the
state convention, the papers in regard
thereto should be delivered to the secretary of the state central committee,
at least twenty-fou- r
(24) hours before said convention meets. All credentials and proxies should be delivered to the secretary in the forenoon
on the day of the convention.
M. A. OTERO,

Leathersfof

We've some beautiful styles in
Dull Mat and Cloth Tops

d

Lincoln
Luna
MeKinley
1.h
already done by telephone,
Mora
John Germalne drove a street car Otero
into an open elevator shaft in the car
barn and dropped with it to his death, Quay
Rio Arriba

CREATION

Gun Metal, Calf. Patent
Colt, Sueees, Tan Calf,
Velvet, Etc.

-

Grant
Guadalupe

IS AN EXCLUSIVE

Footwear.

the customs inspector to press into
service the revenue cutter Calumet
boat
The handsomest actor since Kyrle
Bellew made his debut arrived on the
jninneswaska from London yesterday,
He la Hubert Basil Gill, a tail, ath-ejt,tjc mSLB tne Bon 0f the Rev. John
0:11 of Cambridge. He will take part
jj the new play by Pierre Lotl and
Judii'n Gautier, ihe Daughter of
Heaven," acting the part of the Man-chemperor.
The fifteen hundred convicts in
Sing Sing prison saw a motion picture show and seven numbers of a
vaudeville entertainment in the prison chapel yesterday. The show was
given under th emanagement of John
L. Barry of the Union Square Theater.
A daughter was born on Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. Riccardo Bertelli at
Elmsford. Mrs. Bertelli, who' was
well known on the stage as Miss Ida
The wedding was October 23, 1911.
Conquest, gave up her profession.

Curry
Dona
Eddy

om America's Leading
Fashion Authorities in

PRICED SHOES

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1912.

ed.

Firemen's

Cjjl

and cheerful aspect, than has characterized them for a long time. This
nature
he attributes to the
of the citizens, who spare neither
time nor money for the promotion of
thousand
the civic welfare. Forty-sidollars in the last three months have
been expended by the people, practically without compulsion, but really,
by voluntary submission to assess-ment, for the paving of Central ave-- !
nue, and contracts have been let for
miles more of paving to be done un- der like circumstances of voluntary
contribution. Not satisfied with such
Central
expenditure and sacrifice,
avenue is lined on both sides with
three-clobstreet lamps,
col- suDDorted on ornamental iron
umns, so that at night a view down
that thoroughfare suggests not a town
twenty thousand, but one of fifty
or one hundred thousand. The. cost
of the light is borne privately by the
people, the light company furnishing
the equipment.
Business men report conditions
good, and referring to the month of
August claim, as a class, that the
amount of business done during that
month exceeded any month for the
oast ten years except possibly one
Christmas month.
Some time ago the Santa Fe railroad announced, or let it become
known, that the shops at Albuquerque
would.be enlarged to double their capacity, so that instead of seven hundred employed there would be fourteen hundred employed, and instead
of a monthly payroll of $30,000 there
For thp
would be one of $100,000.
e

Special to the New Mexican.
Espanola, N. M., Sept. 9. The Rio
Proof
Every Day Is The Best
Arriba republican county convention
unanimously resolutions indorsThat We Can Please Youjoo 'passed
ing former Governor L. Bradford
Prince for congress, declaring him the
WE CARRY THE BEST OF
strongest candidate they could name
considering his record, especially in
counties.
VEGETA- the Spanish-AmericaMEATS, GROCERIES,

NE77 MEXICAN

ATTORNEY A, B. RENEHAN
MAKES VALUABLE SUGGESTIONS

Attorney A. B. Renehan, of the firmChicago. 111., Sept. 9 "Bugs" Ray- of Renehan & Wright, has just returnfrom Albuquerque, where he has
mond died as the result of an assault
and his assailant will be under arrest been occupied in connection with the
by night, declared one of the detec- litigation affecting the Santa Fe Centives working on the death of the ball tral Railroad company on the part of
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, and in con- player.
with the affairs of the estate
Raymond was given a terrific beating at the Elsdon, 111., baseball grounds of the late Solomon Luna.
a short time before his death, and his
He has returned impressed with the
skull was fractured then.
and public
enterprise,
Saturday it was announced that spirit of the Albuquerque people, who,
Raymond had died of heart disease? he. says, manifest more life, energy

aggravated by excessive heat, Hli
body was found in a room of a down
town hotel by a maid.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 9. City detectives and attaches of the coroner's ofexfice today reported a
amination showed that Arthur L. Ray- pond, former pitcher for the New York

Ft'

If your Atomizer needs a new
bulb, order a new one from Zook's
Sundry Supply Department.
FOR SALE Baby carriage, also a
cradle, cheap. Inquire X, New Mexican.
Ask the wise little mother and she
will tell you "Townsends."
Joy In Casados Family A boy was
born last night to Mrs. Victorlano
Casados, of Jefferson street. Both
mother and babe are doing well.
Do you know that the Plaza Market
have put in a fine line of groceries.
Do not over look it.
Missionary Society The Home Missionary society will hold a regular devotional and business meeting at 2 p.
m. tomorrow at the home of Mrs. P.
W. Bowlds.

For reliable electric work Bee
Sparks. Prices always reasonable,
service prompt.
Use a Round
Oak Base Burner.
Mean Smaller Coat Bills and More
Heat, at GOEBEL'S.
Frank Andrews, the grocer, the
butcher and the baker, three In one,
has just what you want and delivers
it. just when you want it.
You cannot help but buy the bargains that Towhsend'S are offering in
their special advertisement
today.
Just look them over, you will find
something that you will need.
Hot water is conducive to health
and happiness. Talk to Wood-Davi- s
Co. about the Majestic Range.
Just follow the crowd. Ton know
what Abraham Lincoln said about

NOW IS THE TIME

TO

GET

AND

CRAB APPLES, APRICOTS,

Flowers all

FRUIT
FOR

FOR PRESERVING
TABLE ISE.

PLUMS, APPLES.

Finest Sweet Peas in the Southwest-

the time.

-

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone Black 12.
DOWN-TOW-

R- -

V. BOYLE, Mgr-

-

STAND, BUTT BROS,' DRUG STORE.

S. SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

p

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
htce a year. It will increase the
!' and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us

" Time Pieces That Are
Reliable.

to-U- ar.

SPECIAL SALE OF

Ice Cream Freezers!
FOR MONDAY SELLING
.$1.50
Quart Jersey freezers, each.
1.90
2 Quart Jersey freezers, each.
2.25
3 Quart Jersey freezers, each
1.90
4 Quart Jersey freezers, each
2.40
3 Qt. White Mountain freezers.
.. 3.00
6 Qt. Wonder freezers
.
.
6 Qt. Twin Triple Action freezers , . 3.00
".
2.85
6 Qt. Arctic freezers
3.40
6 White Mountain freezers
We are selling out all freezers to avoid carrying them over for another year, this is your
opportunity to save.
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Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Company.
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